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ABSTRACT

Manner...does not mean style;

Writers in ancient times

it means the attitude of the

wrote, not because they wanted

writer, his bearing rather
than his point of view. His
bearing toward what? Not
toward anything in particu
lar; simply his pose.

to write, but because they could
not help writing. It is like
clouds and flowers of vegetation
which take form naturally as the
result of various forces. They
have to seek expression of what

Wallace Stevens

is in them.

Su Tungpo

The aim of higher educa
tion is wisdom.

Wisdom is the

knowledge of principles and
causes. Therefore metaphys
ics is the highest wisdom....
If we cannot appeal to theol
ogy, we must turn to metaphys
ics. Without theology or
metaphysics a university can
not exist.

Give up sainthood,
renounce wisdom.
And it will be a hundred

Robert M. Hutchings,

times better for everyone.

Education for Freedom

Tao Te Ching

EXPLANATION OF ABSTRACT

My dictionary defines "abstract" as
being "...a statement summarizing the
important points of a text." The text
in question is Water Notes, a charting
of the course taken through "Processes
of Awareness."

The course lies within

the area bounded by the four points de
scribed on the previous page.
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Awareness is nothing if it is not also a dialogue
between oneself and what one feels other and greater

than oneself; between what one knows and does not know;
between what one is and what one is not and yet dimly

feels called upon to be and serve, where the last hori
zon of a known self meets the mystery which encloses it
as the universe the earth.
Laurens van der Post

Is education possibly a process of trading awareness

for things of lesser worth?

The goose who trades his is

soon a pile of feathers.
Aldo Leopold

VI

Caveat Lector

A reader must learn to stand typographical mistakes as
one must learn to stand the ruffians in a market place.
Chen Chiju

Within this paper the names of several Chinese au

thors each appear in the guises of more than one spelling.
This results from no laxity in proofreading but rather from

the attempt to reproduce all aspects of the translation of
various works.

In these cases, this includes the translit

eration of the authors' names.

Those mainly involved are the two preeminent Taoist
writers, whose names are rendered as follows:

by the Feng-English collaboration:

"Chuang Tsu" and

"Lao Tsu;"

by Lin Yutang:

"Chuangtse" and "Laotse;"

by Waley, Fung, Chan, and most of the others:
"Chuang Tzu" and "Lao Tzu."

Bearing these differences in mind, the reader will

usually be able to quickly determine the translator of a

particular passage. In most cases my preference has been
for either the Feng-English or Lin Yutang version.
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Preface

We cam na here to view your works

In hopes to be mair wise,
But only, lest we gang to hell,
It may be nae surprise.
Robert Burns

The collection of writings—Water Notes—which ac

companies this preface is being offered to fulfill the final
requirement for an M.A. with a Special Major. This require
ment was described in the proposal for the degree as being.

A culminating project,... Qwhich] will use I.S. 699
Graduate Thesis, in addressing the theme of "Processes
of Awareness."

In addressing this theme, however, it happened that

the project became something other than a traditional the
sis.

It might be helpful if certain readers of Water Notes

were given further insights into how this came about.
*

*

*

*

*

Being a newcomer to the academic line-up, the major
in Awareness found itself with neither subject matter nor

methodology. Indeed, a good part of what made the major

"special" was this tabula rasa aspect, affording, as it did,
the opportunity for creative expression from the bottom up.
There were, of course, already-existing 'bodies of

knowledge" and "techniques" that seemed related to it, in

cluding "epistemology," "history of consciousness," "medi
tation," and the like. All of these, though, contained
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within them influences so powerful that their insertion at
the base of the inquiry would threaten to undermine the

growth of any subsequent openness of approach.

Awareness,

then, was destined to be planted in the soil of its own com
post, to bloom or wither as it would.

The material in which the major took root consisted

mostly of the gleanings and left-overs from other programs,

to which were added a pair of unused classes scavenged from
the more obscure regions of the catalogue.
regular courses:

There were five

two in education that offered overviews of

theories of learning; a seminar about values in science that

developed into a tutorial; a class treating the philosophy
of science; and another seminar, this one examining alterna
tives to a belief in God.

In addition, "directed graduate

studies" allowed for tutorial treatments of two other top
ics:

"science and mysticism" and "Jungian thought."
From this scholastic sod the young shoots of the

program sprang forth, moving about in the open air of con

tinued independent study- into the territory charted by the

bibliography.

Once above the ground, the major could grow

not only up, but out, and soon inclined itself toward the

early light, das Morgenland: the East.

There, basking in

the illumination of Oriental literature. Awareness found the
warm energy needed to bring it to fruition.

There, too, was

found the last necessity for its photosynthetic finale,
water—the water of the Tao, the "watercourse way."

IX

The written project began then, and following its

own path of least resistance, moved into the places natural
to it, gurgling its own awareness through original writings,
reflecting the awareness of others with its collections of

quotes.

Flowing thus, the paper ran far below the hard and

dry heights of the formal thesis, instead filling the re
ceptive lowlands, the "belles lettres bottoms."

There it

has remained, lapping gently, ready to be sensed by anyone
interested in Water Notes.
*

*

*

*

*

Extending the prelude, I'm offering some statements
of friends and acquaintances who were encountered during the

program.

These comprise a quartet of introductions, contain*

ing, if you will, "water quotes."

X

I.

Alternatives;to the Academic;

Mephistopheles Counsels the Student
(With a Little Help from His Friends)

Mephistopheles doth grandly first proclaim:
Use well your time--so fast it flies;
Yet Method teaches/ in what wise
Of time itself you may make prize.

And, first and foremost to that end,
I counsel you, my dear young friend,
A course of Logic to attend.
Your mind will then be so well braced.
In Spanish boots so tightly laced.
That henceforth, by discretion taughi,
'Twill creep along, the path of thought.
And not, with all the winds that blow.
Go Will-o'-Wisping to and fro.
Goethe,
Faust, Part !

Yet contradictorily his friends exclaim:
Ever let the Fancy roam!....

Then let winged Fancy wander
Through the thought still spread beyond her;
Keats

When man has lost the ability to speak.in epigrams,

he writes paragraphs; when he is unable to express him
self clearly in paragraphs, he develops an argument; and
when he still fails to make his meaning clear in an ar

gument, he writes a treatise.
:■

.

Lin Yutang 

What is a course of history, or philosophy, or poetry,
no matter how well selected, or the best society, or the
most admirable routine of life, compared with the dis

cipline of. looking always at what is to be seen?
Thoreau

One should never make a show of having a deep knowledge
of any subject.
_
Yoshida Kenko

XI

when in the reason's philosophy the rational appears

dominant and sole possessor of the world, we can only
wonder what place would be left to it, if the element
excluded might break through the charm of the magic
circle, and, without growing rational, could find ex
pression.
Francis Herbert Bradley

When the Sages arose, gansters appeared.
Chuangtse

What we discover as the cause of our pain when we ex

amine the burden of modernity is the imposition of one
intellectual purpose upon all experience. To analyze,
abstract, and objectify is the carrying out of a single,
imperialistic mode of thought.
Jacques Barzun

In knowing, stop at what cannot be known.
stop at what cannot be done.

In action,

Kuo Hsiang

...almost any idea which jogs you out of your current
abstractions may be better than nothing.
Alfred North Whitehead

Now to be a scholar and be a college graduate or a doc
tor is a small thing; the important thing is to be rea
sonable and be a good man.

Cheng Panch'iao

These things become stereotyped as Education,
Emerson

Keep your mind busy to accomplish things; keep your
mind open to understand things.
Chinese Proverb

...the genius of the East is that it has discovered a
type of knowledge and has concentrated its attention
continually, as the West has not, upon a portion of the
nature of things which can be known only by being ex
perienced. The West, to be sure, begins with experi
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ence in the gaining of its type of knowledge and returns
to experimentally controlled portions of experience in
the confirmation of that knowledge. But the Western
type of knowledge tends to be formally and doctrinally
expressed in logically developed, scientific and philo
sophical treatises.
F. S. C. Northrop

The pursuit of knowledge should remain nobody else's
business but one's own, and only then can education be
come a pleasure and become positive.
Lin Yutang

We were lawless people, but we were on pretty good terms
with the Great Spirit,...
Tatanga Mani

(Walking Buffalo)

A Mephistophelian change of tune:
He that would study and portray

A living creature, thinks it fit
To start with finding out the way
To drive the spirit out of it.
This done, he holds within his hand
The pieces to be named and stated.

But, ah I the spirit-tie, that spann'd
And knit them, has evaporated.
Goethe,
Faust, Part I

Is then harmonized so very soon:

There is clearly a distinction between logical thinking
and reasonable thinking, which may also be expressed as
the difference between academic thinking and poetic
thinking. Of academic thinking we have a great deal,
but of poetic thinking we find very little evidence in
the modern world.

Lin Yutang

Well, your railroad gate, you know I just can't jump
rt....

Bob Dylan
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As the soft yield of water cleaves obstinate stone.

So to yield with life solves the insoluable:
To yield, I have learned, is to come back again.
Lao Tzu

The philosopher sat with his face to the East until cob
webs were spun over the brim of his pot of porridge.
Intemperance is the only vulgarity.
Emerson

The peasants in the fields have no calendar;
They know the seasons through the cries of birds.
Lu Yu

The value of any art is to live life more ineffably.
James Broughton

Better get drunk and cry
Then show off your learning
In public.
Otomo No Tabito

A work, known and acknowledged to be the product of mere
intelligence, will never be accepted as a work of art,
however perfect be its adaptation to its end. Whenever
we see that conscious reflection has acted in the ar

rangement of the whole, we find it poor....
Hermann von Helmholtz

Trying the Empty Nothing, and demanding Something;
Banging the Silent Zero, in search of Sound....
Lu Chi

Bad is the plan that admits no change.
Publilius Syrus

To wander among the hills and streams, observing fish
and birds, is what gives my heart great pleasure.

Once

I embarked on an official career, this is something I

would have to give up forthwith.

Why should I relin

quish what gives me pleasure for something that fills
me with dread?

What is esteemed in human relationships

is the just estimate of another's inborn nature, and
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helping him to realize it.

When you see a straight

piece of wood, you do not want to make it into a wheel,
nor do you try to make a rafter of a crooked piece,
and this is because you would not want to prevent its
heaven-given quality but rather see that if finds its
proper place.
Hsi K'ang

To know how to criticize is good, to know how to cre
ate is better.

H. Poincare'

...if words by necessity cut up our thoughts in the
process of expression, the love of system is even more
fatal to a keen awareness of life.
Lin Yutang

A university can have nothing to do with irrational
habits, except to try to moderate the bad ones and sup
port the good ones.
Robert M. Hutchins

A university is imaginative or it is nothing—at least
nothing useful.
Alfred North Whitehead

Trample down all the institutions of Sages, and the
people will begin to be fit for discussing (Tao).
Chuangtse

And when Mephistopheles at last concludes:
Dear friend, all theory is grey.

And green life's golden tree.
Goethe,
Faust, Part I

His friends express their similar moods;
Come, come

To the real flower-viewing
Of this life of poverty.
Basho

XV

I have two or three times in my life composed from the

wish rather than the impulse, but I never succeeded to
any purpose.
Robert Burns

All true creative writing has an inner form of its own;

the form is inherently determined by the intricacies of

our thoughts, as the brook's meanderings are determined
by the natural topography of the country.
Lin Yutang

This knack of a loose and dreamy attention seems to be
lost to the world for the time being, and the loss pre

vents our seeing life in the enormous perspectives in
which it really looms.
John Chapman

A path is formed by walking on it.
Chuang Tsu

Nature II

The rounded world is fair to see.
Nine times folded in mystery:

Though baffled seers cannot impart
The secret of its laboring heart.
Throb thine with Nature's throbbing breast.
And all is clear from east to west.

Spirit that lurks each form within
Beckons to spirit of its kin;
Self-kindled every atom glows
And hints the future which it owes.
Emerson

Meng Hao-yen's academic achievement is far below that
of Han Yt\....Meng's poetry is much better than that of
Han Yti. The reason for this is that Meng has achieved
enlightenment, but Han has not.
Yen Ytt

A poet...approaches lucid ground warily.
E. B. White

XVI

INCREASE. Decreasing what is above
And increasing what is below;
Then the joy of the people is boundless.

What is above places itself under what is below;
This is the way of the great light.
The I Ching

There is only one thing in art that is worthwhile.
is that which cannot be explained.

It

Georges Braque

.1 piled up
Learning like a snowball.
I crossed mountains and passed
Examinations and gave
Learned speeches. What did I gain?
Better I stayed home
And raised prize melons.
Ch'ang Kuo Fan

The man who learns how difficult it is to step outside
the intellectual climate of his or any age has taken
the first step on the road to emancipation/...
Loren Eiseley

...only ideas that come straight from a man's heart
will survive.

Lin Yutang

It is not enough to be impolite; one must also be wrong
Hungarian Proverb
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II.

How the Water Got into Water Notes

In my first thirty years of life
I roamed hundreds and thousands of miles.

Walked by rivers through deep green grass
Entered cities of boiling red dust.
Tried drugs, but couldn't make Immortal;
Read books, and wrote poems on history.
Today I'm back at Cold Mountain;
I'll sleep by the creek and purify my ears.
Han-shan,
"Cold Mountain Poem 12"

The highest good is like water
Water gives life to the ten thousand things
and does not strive.

It flows in places men reject and so is like the Tao.
Lao Tzu

The small rain gently falls.
So for a while I relax my knitted brows,
Li Yu

Meditation and water are wedded forever
Melville

A pine-tree wind
dusts his sleeves and coat;

A pebbly stream
cleans his heart and ears.
Li Po

Water flows as if knowingly.
Wang Wei

xviii

III.

On the Writing of Water Notes

...it is in writing that the principal return home
consists.

Martin Heidegger

The ancient people were not compelled to say anything,
but they suddenly said something purely of their own
accord.

They spoke sometimes of events, and sometimes

of their own feelings, and having finished what they
had to say, they took leave and departed.
Chin Shengt'an

One who knows many subjects is liable to be shallow;
one who knows only one subject is apt to be perverse.
Lusin

"I hobble along on the crutches of old quotations,"
the Academician said.

,

Robert van Gulik,
Poets and Murder

0 you prisoners from the west!
1 am the most bitterly tormented of all—
Such an injustice cannot have occurred
since ancient times;

A Chinese heart, a Chinese tongue
speaking through the body of a foreigner!
Po Chu-I

Ah!

Since men have long ceased learning from teachers,

it is hard to expect them not to be ignorant.
Han Ytl

.

People usually think a great deal of their own writings
and scholarship and believe that getting degrees is an
easy matter for them, but do not realize it is all due
to luck.

,

Cheng Panch'iao

The following statement was kept clipped to my fold

XIX

er of writings throughout the time the notebook was being
made:

Go the pine if you want to learn about the pine,
or to the bamboo if you want to learn about the bamboo.
And in doing so, you must leave your subjective preoc
cupation with yourself. Otherwise you impose yourself
on the object and do not learn. Your poetry issues of
its own accord when you and the object have become one—

when you have plunged deep enough into the object to see
something like a hidden glimmering there. However well
phrased your poetry may be, if your feeling is not nat
ural—if the object and yourself are separate—then your

poetry is not true poetry but merely your subjective
counterfeit.
Basho

XX

IV.

A Reader's Primer for Water Notes

The philosophers' works are written by thinkers, but
random essays are written by poets. The writing of
thinkers give one wisdom and have a practical bearing on
life. The writings of poets please one's spirit, beau
tify one's complexion, and prolong one's life.
Wu, quoted by Shih Chenlin,
West-Green Random Notes

Several comments by Lin Yutang may help to create a
mood conducive to a pleasant reading of another collection
of notes:

Literary notebooks... [are described as] containing es
says, sketches, diaries, letters, or just thoughts like
Pascal's Pense'es.

Chinese authors rather excel in these

things and Chinese literature swarms with them in bewil
dering fashion; sometimes they put their thoughts and
sketches in some order, and sometimes in no order at

all.

But they agree in one thing; they write with no

eye to posterity and put down these thoughts as a relax
ation for themselves or for their most intimate friends.

The sentiment, the mood, the thought of the moment is
the important thing.

The poet who writes, "The book in one's half-open hand—
midday slumber sweet," gives a picture of...perfect re
laxation. He thought he was going to read, but permit
ted sweet slumber to overcome him.

Had he determined

either to read, or to sleep, it would have prevented his
slumber.

"yang shing

ching"—"to nourish one's original nature

and relax one's soul"—phrase used by the Chinese to de
scribe the reading of literature.

Most Chinese anthologies or selections do not bother
about order. Each piece should stand by itself, to be

dipped into when the reader thumbing through the pages
finds a word or a line which arrests his attention.

much order hurts the mood of relaxation in reading a

Too
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book.

We find a host of essayists who are at the same time

poets, and poets who are at the same time essayists,
writing never more than five or seven hundred words in
which a whole philosophy of life is really expressed by
a single line. We find writers of parables and epigrams
and family letters who make no attempt to coordinate
their thoughts into a rigid system. This has prevented
the rise of schools and systems. The intellect is al
ways held in abeyance by the spirit of reasonableness,
and still more by the writer's artistic sensibility.
Actually the intellect is distrusted.
...it should be remembered that Chinese novels are al
ways read in bed.

A Chinese never writes a treatise of ten thousand, or
even five thousand, words to establish a point. He puts

down only a note about it, leaving it to be sustained or
disproved by posterity by its intrinsic merit. That is

why Chinese scholars always bequeath to us so many col
lections of "notebooks," called shuipi or pichi, con

sisting of unclassified paragraphs, in which opinions
on the authorship of literary works and corrections of
errors in historical records are mixed up with accounts

of Siamese twins, fox spirits and sketches of a redbearded hero or a centipede-eating.recluse.

A "scholar's" writing consists of borrowings from
other scholars, and the more authorities and sources he

quotes, the more of a "scholar" he appears.

A thinker's

writing consists of borrowings from ideas in his own in
testines, and the greater thinker a man is, the more he
depends on his own intestinal juice.
Water Notes has tried to borrow from both of the

sources Lin mentions above.

Considering the additional col

lection of authoritative quotations contained in these in

troductions, the academy may be induced to at least judge
the author a "scholar."

He has no further hope.
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No genuine book has a first page.
Boris Pasternak

Words-worth

To talk little is natural.

High winds do not last all morning.
Lao Tzu

My friend John works with the rocks and the soil;
he is a stonemason and a farmer, keeping his hands busy and
his mouth shut.

Although John has little to say, he's still

good company; when you come to visit, he'll offer you a cold
beer and a seat overlooking his garden.

You can stay the

whole afternoon, squinting into the sun, and slowly sink
into his silence; there's enough to do just sitting there,
watching the corn stalks wave in the wind, feeling your
arms get warm.

According to his wife, John has sometimes gone an

entire day without speaking a word.

I've never been with

him for more than a few hours at a time, but he's then al

ways had at least a couple of things to say.

Once, for ex

ample, I mentioned a desert spot we planned to visit.

It

was beautiful there, John told me, a place where "...the

sky's a robin's egg blue," and his voice went soft as first
he, and then I, saw what his words described.
Another time I asked John about a stretch of Oregon

valley near where he'd once lived.

Before answering me, he

moved off into the yard and crouched down on his haunches;
suddenly his arm reached out and he made an arc and some

dots in the thick dust.

It was a map, and John then told

me what the lines and dots meant, but his words were like

an echo of something I'd heard before—heard when his arm
swept wide and his fingers moved into the dirt.

Science and the Arts (Chiefly Poetry)

I may observe in passing that the conditions of artistic
creation do not always admit of complete harmony with
the facts of science,

Anton Chekhov;

In the beauty of poems are the tuft and final applause
of science.
Walt Whitman

Poetry, my dear sir, in my opinion is
young and extremely beautiful maiden,
toil to enrich, to polish and adorn.
the other sciences; and she has to be

like a tender,
whom other maidens
These maidens are
served by all, while

all of them have to justify themselves by her.
Cervantes, Don Quixote

Until scieAce is mixed with emotion, and appeals to the
heart and imagination, it is like dead inorganic matter;
and when it becomes so' mixed' and so transformed it is
literature.

John Burroughs

And for our Rhyme...dooth adde more grace, and hath more
of delight then euer bare numbers....
Samuel Daniel

When science enabled man to begin working across or

against the grain of life as a whole, to ignore or de
stroy the balance between the manifold parts, which
maintains the integrity of life on the planet, the poet
became unable to take that part in all acts of creation
which properly belongs to him.
Edward Hyams

As the abstract mathematician is to science so is the

poet to the world's consciousness.
■

Ezra Pound

Poetry agrees with science and not with logic.
Ernest Fenollosa

A Poet makes himself a visionary through a long, bound
less, and systematized disorganization of all the senses.
All forms of love, of suffering, of madness; he searches
himself, he exhausts within himself all poisons, and
preserves their quintessences. Unspeakable torment, where
he becomes among all men the great invalid, the great

criminal, the great accursed—and the Supreme Scientist!
For he attains the unknown!
Rimbaud

Without poetry, our science would appear incomplete;...
Matthew Arnold

Poetry is the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge;
it is the impassioned expression which is in the counten
ance of all Science.
Wordsworth

Science aims at a unity which is achieved in madness and
mysticism, in love, and in poetry,...
R. H. Blyth

Pure science bears most of the characteristics of art;

chiefly what is different about the work of abstract
science is the absence of the emotional center of mot
ivation;...

Karl Shapiro

Nowe therein of all Sciences,...is our Poet the Monarch.
Sir Philip Sidney

Science...means unresting endeavor and continually pro

gressing development toward an aim which poetic intu
ition may apprehend, but which the intellect can never
fully grasp.
Max Planck

The most beautiful thing we can experience is the myster
ious.

It is the source of all true art and science.
Einstein

Poetry does not express truths in the scientific mean
ing of the word, nor does it discover philosophies and
life theories. It uses science and the philosophies of
others, if it needs them.
George Seferis

It is in its aesthetic aspect that the chief charm of
science resides. •
J. W. N. Sullivan

One evening more than twenty years ago Dirac, who
was in Goettingen working on his quantum theory of radi
ation, took me to task with characteristic gentleness,
"I understand that you are writing poetry as well as

working at physics.

I do not see how you can do both.

In science one tries to say something that no one knew
before in a way that everyone can understand. Whereas
in poetry..."
Robert Oppenheimer

Allegory of the Fork, or
Batter My Mind, Two-Personed God

Philosophy begins when someone asks a general question,
and so does science.
Bertrand Russell

We find ourselves on reality's plate
To be speared by the fork of the mind;
But as we wait to discover our fate

We may help it grow harsh, or kind.
A simple image, so particular
May please us well indeed.
While a complex thought, curricular;
For this, a university we need.

Then, a scholar's pride can rise too high
And like Icarus, he'11 soon come to grieve;
While he who touches earth, not sky
May win destiny's firm reprieve.

So the gleaming split we see above
Doth afford us a choice of tine;
We thus can chose, man or god to love;
For to specify is human; to generalize, divine,

Rather than give the body relief,
give relief to the mind;
When the mind is at peace,
the body is not distressed.
■

Mumon

Two Views of Dreams?

When we are asleep, we are in touch with our souls,
Chuang Tsu

A perfect man does not dream.
Chuang Tsu

Language Transfusion

Tao: the Way, truth, religion—really untranslatable.
This is the Tao of Taoism, generally signifying the ways
or laws of nature itself, and the object of human wis
dom is to fall in line with Tao or the ways and laws of
Nature and live in harmony with them. A man who achieves
this happy state is said "to have attained the Tao," or
tehtao. Closely related to tehtao is tseteh, or "to have
found oneself." One who lias found Tao thereby finds
himself also. Tseteh, or "to have found oneself,"
means "to be happy."
Lin Yutang

Only when you stop liking and disliking will all be
clearly understood.
Huang Po

10
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Across the lake from the town there was a marshy
spot with tall grasses and a grey-white beach that farther

back clumped up into small dunes.

The eye could follow the

arc of shore down there from the north, through the upper

cove with its dark pines, and then out onto the sand, always
pale in the dim light.

Even in summer the beach was

^^i^bly cool, as if it were in a later season, the sun feel

ing more distant than from other places nearby.
The water there had a different quality, too.

Off

to the west, by the cliffs, the lake was dark and rolled

like a huge snake, threatening ,to catch and hold tight to
anything that ventured into it; by the beach, though, the
water seemed to have no depth.

It seemed all surface, a

thin sheet of gleaming blue that promised to suspend and
protect whatever moved upon it, so that even the frailest '
creature could yield to its touch without fear.

In the lingering late morning mist, the man would
come down to this quiet place, as silent as the sand around

him, and with an easy, inevitable motion, he would move out
onto the water, slowly stretching his body across its soft

shimmer; then he would close his eyes and imagine that he
could glide across the lake, could reach the town with a

single, small twitch of his shoulders.

It was then, aware

only of the gentle pulse of the water, that the man would
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begin to float; effortlessly, losing all sense of place, he
would forget the hardness left behind at the shore.

Instead,

like a lover above his beloved, he would drift into a per
fect stillness, unmarked by passing thought or notion of
time; removed, now, from all force.

Even his heart, caught

in a beat larger than itself, moved against nothing, moved
for nothing, was itself moved by all...with all...was
all...

Later he would find himself within the town, his

back to the lake.

Already dry and clothed, he would pass

along soundless streets, windows opening blankly to him,

grey panes in the grey walls rising high above.

Color, if

indeed there was any, mattered not at all; only the shapes
claimed his notice—all smooth, gentle-angled, waiting to
be touched.

Then, rounded light would glow from a lower

window, the man's hand soon upon the stone sill.

His fin

gers would now move upward, tracing out the contour of the
frame, no harsh corners to stop or slow them, pausing only
at the mortared seam; halting finally, the circuit completed.
Above him, the sky had gone a deeper grey, hiding

the already dim sun.

Now the man would turn and move back

toward the larger buildings, peering beyond each store's
bare facade, looking for some occassional hint of bright
ness within.

If he moved inside, he saw shelves bereft of

gaudiness or casual appeal, their final forms at last re
vealed; there remained nothing in these places to hold him
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any longer.

So at last the man feit ready to leave, freed of any
further urge to examine or to seek.

It was at this time, in

the quiet light of the early dusk, that he could have made
his way in safety anywhere, even to the fearsome black coves
below the cliffs.

Now, however, he had no desire to visit

that lonely place; the village was empty enough.
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Language and Speech

What can be shown cannot be said.

L. Wittgenstein

Now Tao by its very nature can never be defined.
by its very nature cannot express the absolute.

Speech

Chuangtse

It is only possible to speak in the language and in
the spirit of one's time. One must be understood by
those who listen, and particularly by oneself.
Delacroix

Speech is no more than a commercial approach to reality.
Mallarme''

When men see Han-shan

They all say he's crazy
And not much to look at—

Dressed in rags and hides.
They don't get what I say
And I don't talk their language.

All I can say to those I meet;

Try" and make it to Cold Mountain.
Han-shan

Nature, as we say, does nothing without some purpose;

and for the purpose of making man a political animal
she has endowed him alone among the animals with the
power of reasoned speech.
Aristotle

...if speech can never become music, neither can it
ever become algebra.
W. H. Auden

The real purpose of language is to talk about the
world you can't see: the past, the future, the world
of the mind.

If we fail to master the tool, then diff

ficult, important ideas go out of public discourse.
We live meager, pinched lives, all of us, because we
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speak and write such meager, pinched language.
Richard Mitchell

There is an accidental similarity between philosophy and
poetry: neither takes language seriously.
Karl Shapiro

Tao is hidden by partial understanding.

The meaning of

words is hidden by flowing rhetoric.
Chuang Tsu

Our music, our poetry, our language itself, are not sat
isfactions, but suggestions.
Emerson

My children too have learned a barbarous tongue,...
Tu Fu

If you met a swordsman in the street,
give him a sword;
Unless you meet a poet,
do not offer a poem.
In talking to people,

tell them three quarters only.
Never let them have the other part.
Mumon

So thick the bamboos grow.

Yet they do not obstruct the running stream;
So lofty the mountain is.

Yet it does not impede the white cloud floating,
old Zen Master
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Poets & Painters:

I

A Synopsis of the Lives of Famous Poets of the Early
T'ang Dynasty from the Encyclopaedia Britanica
(Eleventh Edition)

...Meng Hao-jan, A.D. 689-740, failed to succeed at
the public competitive examinations, and retired to
the mountains where he led the life of a recluse.

Later on, he obtained an official post, but was of a
timid disposition, and once when the emperor, attracted
by his fame, came to visit him, he hid himself under
the bed. His hiding-place was revealed by Wang Wei, a
brother poet who was present.

...of all poets, not one has made his name more widely
known than Li Po, or Li T'ai-po, A.D. 705-762, popularly
known as the Banished Angel, so heavenly were the poems
he dashed off, always under the influence of wine.

He

is said to have met his death after a tipsy frolic, by
leaning out of a boat to embrace the reflection of the
moon. Tu Fu, A.D. 712-770, is generally ranked with
Li Po, the two being jointly spoken of as the chief

poets of their age.

The former had indeed such a high

opinion of his own poetry that he prescribed it for
malarial fever. He led a chequered and wandering life,
and died from the effects of eating roast beef and
drinking white wine to excess, immediately after a long
fast.

The latter two.
Both Chinese true:

We recall Narcissus, by the pond
Gazing at his image, to him most fond;
But distant Li Po, no Greek he.
Shunned self-admiration's reverie.
Yet met his end, perhaps too soon
In his abandoned loving of the moon.
In Tu Fu's case we must travel west
And ask Escoffier of France to attest;

Did the god of cuisine bring Tu such grief
For drinking white wine with his roast beef?
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Pale Blue Above

Corner room in the empty house

A second-story extremity, found
Only after all the rest.

No struggle now, as in the corridors;
The walls, here all dark-weathered wood.
Seen without mystery where they meet.
Round-feeling, the room is.
And thus comforted.

The eye seeks out the broken roof.
There, vines circle the opening
Like a wreath; above them.

Star glimmers in the faint night sky.

Et Tu, Fu?

The verb must be the primary fact of nature, since mo
tion and change are all that we recognize in her.
Ernest Fenollosa

Dark room ghost green fire
Tu Fu
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Intellect

Meaning is of the intellect, poetry is not.

If it were,

the eighteenth century would have been able to write it
better.

As matters actually stand, who are the English

poets of that age in whom pre-eminently one can hear and
recognize the true poetic accent emerging clearly from
the contemporary dialect? These four: Collins, Christopher
Smart, Cowper, and Blake. And what other characteristic
had these four in common?

They were mad.
A. E. Houseman

...despite every attempt to look outwards it does not
seem that any intellectual has yet succeeded in being
anything but subjective.
Edward Hyams

If education is rightly understood, it will be understood
as the cultivation of the intellect.
Robert M. Hutchins

The Muse arouses the intellect, bearing landscapes of
columns and the false taste of laurel, but intellect
is oftentimes the foe of poetry because it imitates too

much; it elevates the poet to a throne of acute angles
and makes him forget that in time the ants can devour
him, too, or that a great, arsenical locust can fall on
his head, against which the Muses who live inside mono
cles or the lukewarm lacquer roses of insignificant

salons are helpless.

^
Federico Garcia Lorca

Am I anti-intellectualistic?

Perhaps yes; perhaps no.

I am merely in love with life, and being in love with
life, I distrust the intellect profoundly.
Lin Yutang

Asked which people he had found most difficult of all to

heal... QJun^ had answered instantly, "Habitual liars
and intellectuals."
Laurens van der Post
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...the ordered thinking of the Greeks,....is an attempt
to arrive at something called Truth conceived of as
both the explanation and purpose of man's being and
that of the universe, by applying the intellect delib
erately to all problems, moral, physical and even spir

itual.

Logic is the instrument devised for the use of

the intellect in this exercise.

The method fails, in

fundamentals, because it can find no way round the
ultimate refei^ence back to basic knowledge, which is
quite clearly not of intellectual origin.
Edward Hyams

Wordiness and intellection—

The more with them the further astray we go;

Away therefore with wordiness and intellection,.
And there is no place where we cannot pass freely.
Seng-t'san

Language Transfusion

ta; the quality of understanding and consequent ability
to take things lightly. A man who takes anything too
seriously, or is too deeply involved in business, is
"not
or "puta." Takuan means "to have seen through
life," which enables a man to be less ambitious and
put up with temporary disadvantages or obscurity and
poverty. But
doesn't necessarily mean "escape," it
simply means "understand."
Lin Yutang
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Methods of Writing in Chinese Literary Criticism
(Courtesy of Lin Yutang)

The method of:

...watching a fire across the river
(detachment of style)

...dragon-flies skimming the water surface
(lightness of touch)

...painting a dragon and dotting its eyes
(bringing out the salient points)
...releasing a captive before capturing him
(playing about a subject)

...showing the dragon's head without showing its tail
(freedom of movement and wayward
ness of thought)

...a sharp precipice overhanging a ten-thousand feet
ravine

(abruptness of ending)

...letting blood by one needle prick
(direct, epigrammatic gibe)

going straight into the fray with one knife
(direct opening)

...announcing a campaign on the east and marching to
the west

(surprise attack)
...side-stabs and flanking attacks
(light raillery)

...a light mist hanging over a gray lake
(mellow and toned-down style)

...layers of clouds and hilltops
(accumulation)

...throwing lighted firecrackers at a horse's buttocks
(final stab toward conclusion)
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The Rhymocerous Doth Gently Roam
And Grazes Upon a Field of Poem..

When the pond dries up and the fishes are left upon dry

ground, to moisten them with a little spittle is not to
be compared with leaving them in the first instance in
their native rivers and lakes.

Chuang-Tzu

Sequoia Park Zoo

Elk in the zoo

Nothing to do
But scratch his antlers

And chase carribou.

Anarchists Among the Linguists

Grammar.—No set of rules governing the mutual relations
of words has ever been formulated by the Chinese, appar

ently because the need of such rules has never been felt
....No Chinese character can be definitely regarded as

being any particular part of speech or possessing any

particular function absolutely, apart from the general
tenor of its context.

Encyclopaedia Britannica,
11th ed.

Nature herself has no grammar.
Ernest Fenollosa
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Lab Lib

The great difficulty in education is to get experience
out of ideas.

George Santayana

There are people who do not need much experimenting;..
Emerson

Some numbers first:

in biology.

In college I took three classes

Two were required for graduation; I took one of

these twice, having failed it once.

Twelve years later, I

can recall only one fact and two images that I've retained
from those courses.

The fact:

Cut flowers will keep their freshness

longer if they are recut under water and the tips of their
stems are then kept continually moist.

(One professor

mentioned this merely as an aside, but it seemed more pract

ical than anything I ever encountered in the formal lectures
or in the textbooks.)

The images:

microscope.

First, of examining pond water under a

Tiny, elongated creatures moved around darker

pieces of algae-like material.
Dewey's ships at Manilla Bay.

suggested the Philippines.

I imagined the former to be
The algae, for some reason,

Second, I remember the first

day of one class when the professor dimmed the lights of
the lecture hall and asked us to visualize ourselves out
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side in the surrounding desert, near dusk.

He then at

tempted to evoke a sense of the interplay between plant
and animal life we would encounter there.

For me, the sub

stance of his account was lost as I continually turned in

my seat, following his shadowy form as it strode up and down
the darkened aisles, its shrill voice declaiming a picture
of pastoral peace.
It was much different being out in the places the

professor talked about:

One spring evening, as the sun

disappeared, I went with several friends to a rocky stream
mouth that opened from the hills above the college.

We

climbed down across pale stones, each of us suddenly silent,

choosing our individual spots of interest.

I was attracted

by the damp spill of driftwood that lay scattered about and
went from spot to spot gathering favorite pieces.

Soon I

had collected so much that I took off my T-shirt and used

it as a sling for carrying the wood; the shirt became covered
with fine, wet sand and was soon full.

I continued to

gather as the canyon became dark-, never feeling the twilight
chill on my exposed back.
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Taoism Compared

People hate Buddhist monks and nuns, Mohammedans and
Christians, but no one hates a Taoist. To understand
the reason for this is to understand half of China.
Lusin

...the distinction between Buddhism and Taoism is

this: the goal of the Buddhist is that he shall not
want anything, while the goal of the Taoist is that
he shall not be wanted at all.

Lin Yutang

Zen is the moment of awareness.

Tao is letting the

moment go.

James Broughton

...every Chinese is a Confucianist when he is suc
cessful and a Taoist when he is a failure.

Lin Yutang

Writing poems
I catch words

Floating by.

Seeing a painting—
Half-hidden on my desk-
I recall an old friend.

Late night...
Staring at the green paperTwo spots of ink.
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Relativity and Einstein

I have no doubt that Einstein's name will still be re

membered and revered when Lloyd George, Foch, and
William Hohenzollern share with Charlie Chaplin that
ineluctable oblivion which awaits the uncreative mind.
J. B. S. Haldane

Relativity is merely the road to mysticism through math
ematics.

Lin Yutang

The object is an object for the subject.
The subject is a subject for the object;
Know that the relativity of the two
Rests ultimately on one Emptiness.
Seng-t'san

Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night:
God said, "Let Newton be!" and all was light.
It did not last. The devil howling, "Ho!
Let Einstein be!" restored the status quo.
Sir Arthur Eddington (?)

E: "I cannot prove scientifically that truth must be
conceived as a truth that is valid independent of hu
manity; but I believe it firmly....Anyway, if there is
a reality independent of man there is also a truth rela
tive to this reality;...

T:

"Truth, which is one with the Universal Being, must

essentially be human, otherwise whatever we individuals
realize as true can never be called truth—at least the

truth which is described as scientific and can only be
reached through the process of logic, in other words,
by an organ of thoughts which is human."
Part of a conversation be
tween Albert Einstein and

Rabindranath Tagore
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Armadillos

The armadillos/ in general, are inoffensive animals,
and do no mischief.... They walk quickly; but they can
neither run, nor leap, nor climb trees; so that they
can never escape those that pursue them.
Buffon

First Episode;

An Encounter in Innocence.

Three of us are

walking along a path through a rambling, empty series of
Louisiana gardens.

As we near a small bridge, an armadillo

appears on the cleared ground ahead of us.

He moves his

tiny paws and comes towards us; when he is but a few feet

away, he stops.

His head rotates slowly, pointed nose snif

fing, beady eyes blinking.

our presence.

The armadillo becomes aware of

The armored plates shudder; his body shifts.

He begins moving away from us, toward the bridge.

Finally

he reaches the wide boards and begins across, his small
claws clattering on the wood; his pace increases--has he
become frightened by the sound he makes?

Now the armadillo nears the center of the bridge;
he bumps into something and stops.

He has hit the foot of

the fourth member of our group, who was coming to meet us.
The armadillo recoils in shock, and his body begins to
rotate jerkily, as if it were rusty with disuse.

Now the

qreature starts his slow retreat, his feet offering him

poor traction; nonetheless he finally gains speed.

He

reaches the end of the bridge and then comes dOwn the path
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toward us.

His nose twitches and again he stops.

The arma

dillo sniffs the air conditionally for another moment and
then repeats his turning motion.

Again we hear his rapid

clacks as he goes back onto the bridge.

Our friend hasn't moved.

The armadillo, travelling

rapidly, again hits the same obstacle, harder this time;

plates vibrating, he bounces back.

There is a stunned pause

of only an instant; then the armadillo utters a shrill,
clucking shriek and charges the foot.

Once more he crashes

into it, but this time prepared, thrusts himself not only
forward but upward; his front paws are now upon the shoe
while his back legs spin desperately, trying to gain purchase,
An instant later, he succeeds and finally pulls himself over
the foot.

Free at last, the armadillo races across the rest

of the bridge and disappears into the foliage.

Second Episode:

A Planned Meeting.

My wife Gisela wants

to photograph an armadillo; I agree to help.

We go to a

nearby park and slowly walk its trails, eyes finely focused,
ears on the alert.

Soon we hear a tell-tale rustling in the

leaves off to our side—an armadillo is browsing in the

bushes.

According to plan, I quickly circle in a wide loop

to a place behind him.

Gisela moves to a spot by the side

of the trail and excitedly unpacks her camera.

ready; she signals.

Now she is

I grab a nearby fallen branch and begin

beating it into the leaves on the ground, moving slowly
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toward the armadillo.

He continues browsing.

I beat harder

as I move closer; finally he looks up.

He sniffs the air,

and then...he begins moving toward me.

I yell, and rap my

stick against a tree.

The armadillo finally senses where

I am and frantically, ponderously, begins his wheeling
turn.

At last he moves slowly away from me, but toward

Gisela.

As he nears the path, his pace slows.

He stops,

perfectly posed, in the clearing; the camera clicks.
sound again sets him into motion.

The

Now he charges off down

the path a few feet, turns to the side and runs into a log.
The armadillo struggles for an instant and then pulls him

self on top of it.

He runs the log's distance, feet banging,

and vanishes into the brush.

We look after him, seeing

nothing, but still hearing his continual, loud crashing.
Finally the noise dies away and all is quiet.

We leave at

last, the sound of his frantic, fearful scrabbling still
with us.

We have no desire to hear the noise again.

Two mirrors reflect each other.

There is no image in between!
old Zen Master
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"Don't Gimme Discourse, I Want Dat Course'"

But what pleased me most in this method was that I was

certain by its means of exercising my reason in all
things, if not perfectly, at least as well as was in
my power.

Descartes,
Discourse on Method

The end of all method is to seem to have no method.

Lu Ch'ai (Wang Kai)

I cannot forgive Descartes.
Pascal

There is madness in his method.

Statements Found in Sequence in a Stack of Note-Cards

All of us understand what is meant by the transposition
of an objective reality to a subjective reality. The
transaction between reality and the sensibility of the
poet is precisely that.
Wallace Stevens

All forms of dualism

Are contrived by.the ignorant themselves.
Seng-t'san
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"...where art thou, art?"

The fundamental problems of metaphysics, the social
sciences, and natural science are, then, the proper
subject matter of the higher learning.
Robert M. Hutchins

Aesthetics does not exist.
Boris Pasternak

Imagine a collection of fine artists gathered at the
entrance to Hutchins's Lyceum, seeking to gain admittance.
Near the front, there is a shaggy-maned Beethoven, chin set
in defiance; behind him, clothed in his smudgy smock, a
Rembrandt turns aside, a sardonic smile upon his lips; close
by, a distraught Shakespeare wipes his ample brow.
Their pleas go unheard; the door is shut.

The dis

consolate group perhaps lingers a moment and then disperses,

still lacking "the higher learning."

Thus impoverished,

they return to their garrets and studios, there to continue
their humble work.

Without such deprivation, who knows what

heights they may have achieved?

We can only accept such

offerings as they are nonetheless able to serve up, and must
therefore content ourselves with a Macbeth, a "Hammerklavier,"
a Return of the Prodigal Son...
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Writing and Poetry

i never think at all when .i write

nobody can do two things at the same time
and do them both well

archy the cockroach
(Don Marquis)

In general, writing should be like sailing clouds and
flowing water. It has no definite form. It goes where
it has to go and.stops where it cannot but stop.
Su Tungpo

There is no one among men that has not a special failing;
And my failing consists in writing verses.
Po Chti-i

...it is easier to think what poetry should be, than to
write it--...
Keats

Passion holds up the bottom of the universe, and the
poet gives it a new dress.
Chang Chao

I do not mind from where the images of a poem are dragged

up:

drag them up, if you like, from the nethermost sea

of the hidden self; but before they reach paper, they

must go through all the rational processes of the in
tellect.

Dylan Thomas

...the art of writing, indeed all art, [is] ...a continu
ation by one's waking daylight self of a process begun
in some dreaming process in the darkness of sleep.
Laurens van der Post

No man can write well who thinks there is any choice of
words for him.
Emerson
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Poetry presents the thing in order to convey the feeling,
It should be precise about the thing and reticent about
the feeling, for as soon as the mind responds and con
nects with the thing the feeling shows in the words;
this is how poetry enters deeply into us. If the poet
presents directly feelings which overwhelm him, and
keeps nothing back to linger as an aftertaste, he stirs
us superficially; he cannot start the hands and feet
involuntarily waving and tapping in time, far less
strengthen morality and refine culture, set heaven and
earth in motion and call up the spirits.
Wei T'ai

I sigh for the men of old
Pour wine in honor of the noble dead:

Does any spirit rhymster
Understand my heartbreak?

The craft of letters

Furnishes kindling, covers jars;
True bell or tinkling crystal, who can tell?
Wang P'eng-yUn

You will write, if you will write without thinking of
the result in terms of a result, but think of the writ

ing in terms of discovery, which is to say that creation
must take place between the pen and the paper, not be
fore in a thought or afterwards in a recasting.
Gertrude Stein

The artifice of poetry is without science, without
philosophy, without religion.
Karl Shapiro

Writers don't write, they read and transcribe. They
are allowed access to the books at certain arbitrary
times. They have to make the most of these occasions
....In dreams I sometimes find the books where it is

written and I may bring back a few phrases that un
wind like a scroll.

Then I write as fast as I can

type, because I am reading, not writing.
William S. Burroughs
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They say there is a devil in the drunkard and a ghost
in the poet; I think these people have perfect mastery
of themselves, so that when the spirits move, they give
the spirits a free hand.
Chinese Proverb

It is easier to be a hero than a sage, and easier to be
a writer than a real genius.
Chang Chao

Literature is the conversion of action into thought for
the delight of the Intellect.
Emerson

... the poet ...may either work from the obscure to the
obvious, or, following an easy course, find the hardly
obtainable.
Lu Chi

As we write the candles burn short.
Tu Fu

Extending the verse:

what more to say?
Ts'ao Chih

The badger and the white bull emit a glorious radiance.
Zen phrase
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Getting A-customed to Whiskers

Here are the roughs and beards and space and ruggedness
and nonchalance that the soul loves.

Walt Whitman,
Preface to Leaves of Grass

A Hair, they say, divides the False and True;,..
Fitzgerald's
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

Ah fate, cannot a man
Be wise without a beard?
Emerson

On the Road, Summer of '72

Three hirsute travelers, by border-guards feared:
The Coach, the Chief, and Little Ned

Each shaggy-maned and with a beard:
One black, one brown, one red...

First customs stop, western Ontario:

Canadian

agent rummaging through our bags and boxes—pushing around

some pills in his small pink hand, asking, "What's this?"
"Vitamins," we tell him, as a siren whistles overhead.
"What's that?" we ask, as several agents surround a beat-up

Plymouth near us and hustle off two glazed-eyed teenagers.

"Oh nothing," the agent answers, distracted by the scene.
"You can pack up now," he adds, absently.

Our inspector-

general leaves for a few moments while we reorganize our

gear.

As we're ready to leave, he reappears to wish us a

pleasant trip through Canada and to mention that oh yeah.
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they had just busted those two kids—carrying two kilos with
them in a paper sack and pillow case.

Next day, return to U.S. at Niagra Falls; a flashy
car slows in front of us as the driver smoothes down his

flowing hair.
stopped.

He's waved past the border check while we're

Again, everything goes out on the table—the agent

no friendlier, even though this time he's ours.
Less friendlier, in fact; our licenses are taken

and we're moved to the office lobby—they'll check here for
priors, currents, etc., while others go over the car.

"Wish

they had a dog..." says the Coach, who's crossed often from
Mexico, "...with a dog they'd be done in five minutes..."
As we wait, the lobby doors burst open and a huge
black woman storms in, trailing children and agents in her

wake.

She comes to center of the room and stops, shouting,

"O.K.

Ya wan tuh search me, y'all go right ahead an search

all ya wan—here. Ah'11 even help!"

She begins to pull her

dress up over her head as a squadron of frantic men in blue
uniforms rush around her shouting words of calmness and
postponement.

One agent, cooler than the rest, remembers

to return our papers, and we leave, upstaged once again.

Behind us, the black lady's dress covers her face^arrested
in mid-ascent; her voice, still haranguing, is only slightly
muffled by the covering folds of fabric.
Undaunted, we next try a sleepy station in upstate
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Vermont.

Not much business here, apparently; this agent,

standing in a drizzle, looks retired.

He stops us and talks

to Little Ned, who's driving;

"Good evening."

"Good evening, sir."

(The Coach and I widen our

eyes, we've never heard such politeness from Little Ned.
Maybe it came from talking to that Legionnaire in Bennington
yesterday, where they had the convention...)
"Where are you heading?"

(The agent seems kindly,

almost grandfatherly, but is he concealing a marble-hard
Vermonter's heart?)
"Montreal."

"Oh."

(The old man seems to stiffen slightly.)

"Are you going to hear the Rolling Stones?"
"Who?"

"You may, drive on, young man."
"No Stones, and little sleep in Canada; it's time for

the finale, Montreal to Wisconsin, all in a day and a night
—if we make it through the check point at Sault Sainte Ma
rie.

It's after midnight and raining hard as we come up to

it, just after crossing the bridge.

The agent touches his

dripping cap and asks us our destination.

No problem with

that question, but then he asks the hard one:

were you born in?"

What state

Little Ned and I both answer "California,"

but the Coach says "Wyoming," which isn't right.

"Idaho!"

Ned and I both shout, and the Coach, memory jarred, then
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says it too.

The agent smiles and waves us on—he didn't

mind a bit, just so the Coach finally got it right.

We pass through the dark forests of upper Michigan,
borders all behind us.

Our only worry now is that it's the

Coach who's doing the driving, but even that doesn't turn
out too bad.

It's five in the morning before he dozes us

into a ditch, and by then we're in Wisconsin.
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Sayings from the 1 Ching

The tusk of a gelded boar.
Good fortune.

You let your magic tortoise go.

And look at me with the corners of your mouth drooping.
Misfortune.

Through gentleness the ear and eye become sharp and
clear.

Lends grace to the beard on his chin.

To be powerful in the cheekbones
Brings misfortune.

Seeking duration too hastily brings misfortune per
sistently.

Progress like a hamster.
Perserverance brings danger.

It is the way of the earth to make no display of com
pleted work but rather to bring everything to com
pletion vicariously.

Snowstorm above the desert—

From a summer-dry creek
We gather leaves atop the ice.
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The Web and the Book

...the aim of science is not things themselves, as
the dogmatists in their simplicity imagine, but the
relations between things; outside those relations

there is no reality knowable.

^

:

H. Poincare

Things derive their being and nature by mutual de
pendence and are nothing in themselves.
Nagarjuna

The spider-web on the corner bookcase daily grows

larger; it now stretches from the wall to span seven books.

Today I watch.its builder, immobile on the wood,.poised a few
inches above a desiccating victim.
doubt safe:

The spider's pantry is no

he has located it in the history section, where

I seldom require a book.

Looking over the titles, I have no desire to remove

a work by Lewis and Clark or one on the Civil War.
return, however, to a tall book near the corner.

My eyes

It is a

history of the frontier West, and promises to touch on Mani
fest Destiny.

The deer-hunter doesn't see the mountains, the miser
doesn't see men.

Zen phrase
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Truth

He who does not Know Truth at Sight is unworthy of Her
Notice.
Wm. Blake

...absolute truth remains silent outside of any
elucidation through names.
Seng-Chao

...This is the fate of Truth; she is content with a
few admirers, and is always lost in a crowd:...
Buffon

Clothed in facts

truth feels oppressed;
in the garb of poetry
it moves easy and free.

Rabindranath Tagore

All truth has to be expressed in sentences because all
truth is the transference of power.
Ernest Fenollosa

What makes it difficult for a poet not to tell lies is
that, in poetry, all facts and all beliefs cease to be
true or false and become interesting possibilities.
W. H. Auden

Truth is not something to be explained.
Obaku

Give me truths;
For I am weary of the surfaces.
And die of inanition.
Emerson

Those who search for the Way do not realize the Truth
They only know their old discriminating consciousness,
Mumon
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Truth after all is always so much more than fact.
Laurens van der Post

...truth can never be proved; it can only be hinted at.
Lin Yutang

Modern man,....knows that the only truth, the only re
ality he has is a network of metaphorical constucts or
models or images....Modern man must choose which meta
phors he will embrace as constituting reality for him;.
William R. Cozart

The opposite of a correct statement is a false state
ment. But the opposite of a profound truth may well be
another profound truth.
Niels Bohr

For a Latin, truth can be expressed only by equations;
it must obey: laws simple, logical, symmetric and fitted
to satisfy minds in love with mathematical elegance.
H. Poincare'

It is not true that educated men desire truth,
Emerson .

The task of the poet is the search for a timely truth,
not a general truth.

Eugenio Montale

Truth is infinite, but human intelligence is finite.
To pursue the infinite with the finite is a dangerous
occupation.
Chuangtse

In the province of the mind, what one believes to be
true either is true or becomes true.

John Lilly
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Learning Lament

My temples are gray, my muscles no longer full.
Five sons have I, and none of them likes school,
T'ao Ytianming

My hair stands dark, my arms are flexed.
I sleep during lectures, and never read the text.
A Student

My face is flushed; eyes filled with rue
T'ao's sons I teach, and "A Student," too.
A Teacher

*

Language Transfusion

yi; mood-,- inclination, intention... The- intention -Of a
painter or calligraphist, or his general conception
preceduing his brushwork, is spoken of as piyi or "in
tention of the brush."

This "intention" is often

attributed to nature, as when we say that "the skies

have ytiyi or "intention to rain;" or that "there is a
ch'iuyi or intention or spirit of autumn," when at the
end of summer we feel there is a chill in the air and

leaves are beginning to turn golden. Similarly there
is ch'unyi or "intention of spring," when the ice be
gins to melt and the flowers are getting ready to put
forth buds.

Lin Yutang
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H

The house was his fortress; the yard his domain.

Even the adjacent vacant lot aroused a proprietary interest

in him, although it in fact belonged to the neighbors.
They had chosen to leave it undeveloped, thus providing a
sort of cordon sanitaire of quiet ferns and trees that

soothed the eye and ear.

The man could look out onto this

hillside space and become absorbed by a thousand details
of interest:

the arrangement of newly-fallen branches after

a storm; the green, rolled fiddleheads poking through the

matted pine needles in the spring—there was such a profus
sion of sights here that the lot often became the limit of
his world.

Thus myopic, he had no interest in the neighbor's

grey house that stood in the distance; at most, that building
served him as a vague backdrop against which the intervening
scenes of the seasons were continually played.

Above the lot ran the road.

The man normally found

it tolerable, for traffic there was infrequent, and the cars

usually passed quickly.

On occasion, however, a vehicle

might hesitate in its slight uphill climb, or most audac
iously, pull over and stop just above the man's house.

When

this would happen, he would feel his stomach tighten and his
blood warm; he wanted only to remain undisturbed, with no

intrusions upon the land surrounding his house.

Such dis

ruptions were, however, mercifully infrequent, and almost
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always brief.

Early one evening, though, an exception occurred.
The man was standing in front of his house, facing the lot

and admiring the pine shadows cast there by the moonlight.
Suddenly his tranquility was rent by the glare from a set

of headlights cutting through the dappled darkness.

Staring

in disbelief,' the man knew not which was quicker, his rising

rage or the rough progress of the white sedan down the
needle-covered slope.

As the car flashed by in front of the

distant house--the man glimpsed a head jerked back in fright
—he thought to shout, to warn the driver to stop.

But his

throat was tight with anger; he wished that the car, having
churned up the earth, having shattered the plants' peace,
would careen madly on, to continue its ride of destruction
until it finally consumed itself.
The car was through- the-trees now-,- and out onto the

steeper, cleared ground beyond.

The man slowly turned to

-follow it; , then suddenly, he. began running after the car.,
ready to yell at last, vainly trying to catch up.

He reached

the back of his yard, already knowing it was too late; far
below him he saw the car as it bumped down the ever-steep
ening slope.

Finally it hit a hump of rock and catapulted

itself into a long somersault, its lights slowly arcing
through the sky; then it vanished into the depths of the
valley beyond.
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Once again the man was all motion, racing to his

phone, fumbling to locate the right number, then breathless
ly informing the authorities of the accident.

He tried, by

this intensity of activity, to atone for his earlier wish;
he realized even then, as he stood above the certain wreck

age, that his sudden feeling of tragedy had nothing to do
with the driver's plight, but rather only with himself.
The crash and its inevitable destruction became secondary;

what mattered now was not that they had happened, but that
for an instant, at least, he had wanted them to happen.

It

was then, he realized, that he had committed himself to his
own most fearful fate:

the fall from his own grace.

He left the house and began running down the hill,

as fast, it seemed, as the car had travelled, taking huge

leaps over the moonlit rocks and brush.

On and on he went

until he reached the road at the bottom of the canyon.

Just beyond him now the man saw the smoldering wreck of the
car, lying on its crushed-in top, its white paint toasted
a putrid yellow.

A crowd of boys stood nearby, as close as

they dared, laughing in short, nervous bursts and pointing

jerkily.

The man looked only long enough to see what they

pointed at, and then he hurridly turned away, the boys'
voices still in his ears.

"Oohh look, man, look at his feet!"
And he had seen them, too, sticking out through the
broken, upside-down window.
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Now the man moved back up the hill, dazed, want

ing only to get away.

As he climbed upward, grey mist rose

above him, lightened by the moon.

Just ahead, a small girl

in a tiny yellow raincoat appeared, stepping tentatively
down toward him.

Suddenly, for some reason, he thought she

must be the burnt man's daughter, and as they came close

he caught her up in his arms and turned her away from the

sight below.

Gently, ever so gently, the man held the girl,

pressing her into his shoulder, whispering softly.
He spoke, then, in a voice new to him; the words

meaning nothing, important only for their sound,. The man
surrounded the girl with them now, weaving a fabric of his

speech that he wrapped around her, over her, around them
both, covering them from the dark wind that now rushed
down off the hill past them, past the car so far below.
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Out of Context-—Quiz

I. ...there is a peculiarity in the structure of the

Chinese character that gives it the effect of being
eternal...

Robert Payne

"Chinese character" refers to:

A.
B.

n.

the attributes of the nationality
the ideographs of the written language

The men most disdainful of theory get from it,
without suspecting it, their daily bread; deprived of
this food, progress would quickly cease, and we should
soon congeal into the immobility of old China.
H. Poincare^
"old China" refers to:

A.

the country

B.

dinnerware

,

Answers:
I.

B

II.

A

Sitting quietly, doing nothing.
Spring comes and the grass grows by itself.
Zen poem
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Two Bucolics

Morning Pasture

Beyond the shadowed grass
Still white with morning frost

The pony, rolled on his side.
Points his stomach towards the sun.

I move to the porch and watch:

A yellow meadowlark hops forward
Through the wet field and stops.
Hidden behind a rust-brown weed.

Pasture Twilight

The horses, their bodies averted
Eat or stand in the growing dusk.
In the barn, two legs descend
From the loft; the stalls darken.

My boot slips on the muddy path
Water crackles in the nearby grass.

By the wattle fence, a thin puddle
Reflects light from the indigo house,

My nostrils twitch; wood smoke
Flattens beneath the half-night sky.

I circle the path, while from behind
City sounds pour over my shoulders.
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Dreams

The reward of heroism is not personal glory or riches.
The reward is dreams.

Papago Indian saying

...whether the soul is locked in sleep or whether in

waking hours the body moves, we are striving and strug
gling with the immediate circumstances.
Chuangtse

On the day of his dying^ 'Nkulixowe told this wise old
Father, his brother, that he was going to prepare a
dream for all by the Great Flamingo Water because no
people could live for long without dreams. If there
were no true dreams, false dreams would be made up and
sent to take their place.
Laurens van der Post,
Flamingo Feather

...I am in the habit of sleeping, and in my dreams

representing to myself the same things or sometimes
even less probable things, than do those who are in
sane in their waking moments.

Rene'' Descartes

By recognizing as the great pervading Self
That whereby one perceives both
The sleeping state and the waking state.
The wise man sorrows not.

Katha Upanisad

The poet must keep an equal balance between the physi
cal world of waking and the dreadful ease of sleep;
there are the lines of knowledge between which he lays
the subtle body of the poem, moving indistinctly from
one to the other of these different states of life.

Rene Char''

Once upon a time, I, Chuang Tsu, dreamed I was a
butterfly flying happily here and there, enjoying life
without knowing who I was. Suddenly I woke up and I
was indeed Chuang Tsu. Did Chuang Tsu dream he was a
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butterfly, or did the butterfly dream he was Chuang
Tsu?

There must be some distinction between Chuang

Tsu and the butterfly.

This is a case of transforma

tion.

Chuang Tsu

It is no darker though I blow out my candle.
It is no warmer though I put on my coat.
So I leave my message with the moon

And turn to my bed, hoping for dreams.
Chang Chiu-ling

Rhyme:

for Better or for Verse

of many faults Rhyme is perhaps the Cause...
Earl of Roscommon

...it really sobered me up to realize that not only is
rhyme going to be with us but it's a good thing.
Gary Snyder

If it ain't rhymed up it don't sound good to me or no
body else.
Furry Lewis
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One-Tenth of the Chapter Titles of Water Margin

1.

Inspector Wang Goes Stealthily to Yen An Fu; Shih Chin
Defends His Village

4.

Little Tyrant When Drunk Goes Inside the Bed Curtains;
Lu Ta, the Priest, Has a Fight at Tao Hwa Tsun

8.

Ch'ai Chin Offers Hospitality; Lin Ch'ung Hits Drill In
spector Hung with His Cudgel

12.

The Hasty Scout Strives for Merit at the Eastern Suburb;
the Sallow Faced Brute Takes Part in the Military
Sports

15.

Yang Chih in Charge of the Convoy of Silver and Gold;
Wu Yung Schemes How to Get the Birthday Presents

65.

Shih Ch'ien Sets Fire to the Blue Cloud Tower; Wu Yung
Takes Ta Ming Fu with a Subtle Plan

69.

The Featherless Arrow Throws Stones at the Heroes;
Sung Chiang Abandons Grains to Capture a Brave Man

Language Transfusion

wei: literally "dangerous," but really "awe-inspiring."
Thus a fliitisy wooden bridge across a deep ravine or an
overhanging precipice is wei or delicious to look at.
Lin Yutang
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Mountain Exile

Spring is deep
and my term of office spent;
Day by day
my thoughts go back to the hills.
Po Chtt-I

When winter floods washed out all roads to my moun

tain home, I found myself, for the first time in twenty

years, living in the valley where I was born.

Some friends

offered me a vacant room in their house, and for a month it

served as my bedroom—nights in my sleeping bag on the couch,

falling asleep to the rattling of rain on the tin roof over
head.

Later, when the downpours ended, it became convenient
to remain a "flatlander," as my mountain friends called peo

ple who lived "down the hill."

Sometimes, however, I would

feel unable to spend the night in the valley and would sud

denly find myself driving away into the darkness, always
headed higher up.

On one occasion, such a trip took me part way through

a gently-rising mountain canyon and then onto an old road
that I had seen only once, years before.

I stopped where

the road did and spread out my sleeping bag under a protec
tive tree, away from the larger rocks.

Once during the

night, a small, whirling animal tore over me, but except for
that my sleep was undisturbed until I awoke in the daylight
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to the sounds of many children's voices, all screaming.

Rolling over to look toward the noise, I discovered
that my camp was adjacent to the local grade school and I
had overslept into first recess.

Fearing that someone

might notice me from afar and judge me disreputable, I
quickly packed up my bag and left.
A few weeks later, another outbreak of valley fever

forced me back into the canyon, this time to a spot farther

up, near a high waterfall.

I slept in my car that night,

my face pointed toward the falls.

In the morning, my first

sight was of the sunlight glinting on the splashing white
and silver water.

After watching the falls I drove back down to a

side canyon that cut back up into another part of the moun
tains.

The road here was long since abandoned, and debris

from the cliffs covered its broken pavement.

I parked after

several miles and started hiking an old trail that led to a

slowly-decaying cabin which sat atop some rocks in the deep
woods.

The morning was still fresh; the canyon was quiet

except for the rush of the creek next to the trail.

I passed

through a narrow gorge and neared the cabin; then, just with
in sight of it, a shower of rocks tumbled down a high chute

to my right.

I looked above me to see a large doe scrambling

up the shale of the chute.

She was gone in an instant, leav

ing only a wisp of rock dust rising in the glowing-rose air.
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Prose/Poetry

Poetry differs from prose in the concrete colors of its
diction.

Ernest Fenollosa

Wine can take the place of tea, but tea cannot take the

place of wine; poems can take the place of prose, but
prose cannot take the place of poems;...
Chang Ch'ao

Poetry is verse: prose is not verse. Or else poetry
is everything with the exception of business documents
and school books.

Tolstoy

Rondo pour Prose

Give praise to prose

A thing so fine...
It blooms like a rose

Fed on poetry's vine
Give praise to prose
A thing so fine...

Writing's supple elbows
Poetry the firm spine
Give praise to prose

A thing so fine...
Like water it flows

Beside poetry's wine
Give praise to prose

A thing so fine...
As a candle it glows
Near poetry's stellar shine
Give praise to prose

A thing so fine...

It speaks loudly of "those"
While poetry whispers "thine."
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Science

I take pleasure in persuading myself that scientific
subjects may be treated of in language at once digni
fied, grave, and animated,...
Alexander von Hum.boldt

What we call "scientific thought" is a specialization
of the Indo-European type of language,...
Benjamin Lee Whorf

Scientific knowledge is judgement about things that
are universal and necessary,...
Aristotle

Science is...the attempt at the posterior reconstruction
of existence by the process of conceptualization.
Einstein

Science is never merely knowledge; it is orderly knowl
edge.
Josiah Royce

The laws of physics are the decrees of fate.
Alfred North Whitehead

When the earth is fertile, the eggplants are large.
Zen phrase
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Stag Story

The stag is one of those innocent, gentle, and peacable
animals, which seem to be destined to embellish and

animate the solitudes of the forest, and to occupy, at
a distance from man, the tranquil retreats of those
gardens of nature.
Buffon

In central Colorado there is a trio of purplish,
pyramid-like peaks called the Maroon Bells; they are often
pictured on postcards sold in the area.

The usual view

depicts the photogenic northern face of these mountains;
there is, of course, also a southern exposure, and it was
toward a view of this lesser-seen side that my wife and I
found ourselves hiking one day.
We had begun from a forested saddle in the Elk Moun
tains called Schofield Pass, having left our pickup by a

broken gate far beyond where such vehicles could safely
travel.

Setting out on foot, we had clear skies and a

vague map, with no definite idea of what lay ahead.

Af first there was a good trail; steep, but well
marked.

Its ascent tired us enough that we had slowed our

pace noticably by the time the path turned to a track, and
we managed to slowly follow its faint outline to the edge

of a sweeping meadow.

Here, gentle slopes were filled with

thick grasses and clusters of tall, August wildflowers;
both were so abundant, in fact, that any trace of the
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trail was quickly lost.

We wandered forward a while, head

ing in our general intended direction, and soon we encount

ered a small tan tent, almost hidden in the foliage.

Its

owner was nearby, and he shared his maps and suggestions
with us.

We took his advice and started along an imaginary
contour line of the descending ridge; this would take us
aroupd the long shoulder of mountain that blocked our east

ward progress.

The alternative was to climb directly over a

high, rocky ridge, and this seemed too grueling a prospect
for our limited energies.

As we continued, hunger compounded our late-morning
tiredness; in approaching the shoulder, we noticed a small
rocky depression above us that promised to offer both a

tarn and a site for lunch.

Our last pre-meal strength was

spent climbing there, and we were rewarded with three tiny
ponds and a view of the meadow through which we had just
'come.'.

Lunch quickly disappeared.

Gisela and I reclined,

finishing off the last bits of our dried fruit dessert; sud

denly a crash of rocks from the slope at our backs brought
us to bur feet, fearful of an avalanche.

Instead we saw

three massive-chested, huge-antlered animals bounding up

ward toward the ridge crest, their thin legs springing easily,
with amazing power.

In a moment they had reached the sum

mit, and pausing briefly to look down toward us, they crossed
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over the divide and were gone from sight.
What had we seen?

Elk?—these bucks seemed too

reddish and perhaps a bit too small for that, yet the
name of the mountains suggested this would be their

proper place.

Deer?~~inore likely, but if so, three of the

most athletic ones, all gigantically built.

What they re

sembled most, however, was the long-neglected image I once
had joined to the word "stag," an image first seen as a

young child when, passing the dairy case in a market, I had
spied the likeness of such an animal on the front of a butter

carton—a great beast standing triumphant in the lake

side woods, framed in yellow and red.

It was a sight I had

yearned to encounter, but the wish had gradually faded as
years passed without its fulfillment.

Now the animals had been seen; at the moment I was

not conscious of my old association, but a tremendous surge

of excitement seized me and I wanted to see the sight again.
Gisela was eager too, so we slipped on our packs and began
climbing toward the crest above the tarns, choosing a gent
ler grade than the one the bucks had used.

Even our route

was amazingly steep; we would stare at grass tufts a few
inches from our noses only to rest our boots there in two

or three steps.

Still, we seemed to climb quickly, our breath

coming in great gasps; twice we may have stopped momentarily
to gulp down chunks of slabbed carob, our bodies already
demanding new nourishment.
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We reached the ridge top, rested a moment, and then,

legs shaking, lurched over to view the opposite slope.

It

was even steeper than the first; there was no sign of move

ment upon it.

We paused a moment, our shirts clammy with

the cooling sweat from our backs.

The great animals we had

seen were gone beyond our sight; had been gone, no doubt,
for many minutes.

We moved on, unsteadily, to find our way

down from the summit they had so easily crossed.
gered; they had stagged.

We stag
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The Poet's Life

Poets are usually pure, rugged
Die from hunger, cling to desolate mountains.
Meng Chiao

Thinking of my helpless works, I must pull my intestines
straight.
Li Ho

Here we languish, a bunch of poor scholars.
Battered by extremes of hunger and cold.
Out of work, our only joy is poetry:
Scribble, scribble, we wear out our brains.
Han-shan,
Cold Mountain Poems

There was in this city a poet named Tosai whom I
had seen in Edo some ten years before. Not knowing
whether he was already dead or still keeping his bare
skin and bones, I went to see him, directed by a man
whom I happened to meet on the road. When I came upon
a humble cottage in a back street, separated from other
houses by a screen of moonflowers and creeping gourds
and a thicket of cockscomb and goosefoot left to grow
in front, I knew it was my friend's house.
Basho

The Narrow Road to the Deep
North

Whether to call it crazy or rude
I leave it to someone else to judge.
Peach blossoms are by nature pink;
Pear blossoms by nature white.
Old

Zen Master
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Philosophy

Do not all charms fly
At the mere touch of cold philosophy?
Keats

To all intents and purposes ancient philosophy is
essentially Greek philosophy. This is not to deny the
reality and value of eastern philosophy.
Encyclopaedia Britannica
(Eleventh Edition)

Greek philosophy was almost an attack upon nature.
That sentence cannot stand as it is, but may serve to
disturb excessive complacencies.

The school of Kung £Confucius]] included intelli
gence without cutting it off from its base.
Ezra Pound

The Master...tried to work through a Japanese intro
duction to philosophy in order to find out how he could
help me from a side I already knew. But in the end he
laid the book down with a cross face, remarking that he
could now understand that a person who interested him
self in such things would naturally find the art of arch
ery uncommonly difficult to learn.
Eugen Herrigel,
Zen in the Art of Archery

The Chinese philosopher is like a swimmer who dives but
must soon come to the surface again; the Western philoso
pher is like a swimmer who dives into the water and is
proud that he never comes up to the surface again and
is happy in his profundity.
Lin Yutang

To make light of philosophy is to be a true philosopher.
Pascal

The sayings and writings of the Chinese philosophers
are so inarticulate that their suggestiveness is almost
boundless.

Fung Yu-lan
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Philosophy!

What a fatuous word for one who understands

it well!

Juan Pablo Forner

Philosophy is called the homesickness of the soul.
Emerson

Cone-Sign

Scientists—that is, creative scientists—spend their
lives in trying to guess right.
Michael Polanyi

It is far better to predict without certainty, than never

to have predicted at all.

^
H. Poincare"

Waves of rain and thunder roll over the house throughout

the afternoon, making me eager to write.
the alder tree outside.

Water drips from

From the brown cones, the drops are

mostly yellow, from the green cones, mostly clear.

brown cone, however, two drops fall deep red.

sides; the window clouds over.
cone I have singled out.

From one

The rain sub

No more water falls from the
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dem TrSumer;

Translations in Two Versions

Von

Tangled Vines upon the Cross-Roads House
Stopped, at the cross-road
Down from the track to the west

No sense of the way south—
Only the sun is there

My feet incline toward the north
Knowing the hills that await me
But as I turn

My eye catches the tangled vines
Clutching green against the pale house
And around it I walk

Seeing now, for the first time
The faded-red roof
That at last holds me here-

Arresting my feet and my compass.

Green Vine Cottage Fork

I come to this fork
On the road from the west.

The way south
Not within my sight.
Turning north,
I desire only the hills.

Or perhaps to pause here first
Beside this faded red cottage.
And watch the encroaching vines

With the sun on my other eye.
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Fancy-Imagination-Memory-Knowledge:

A Broken Quaternary

Fancy relates to color; imagination to form.
Emerson

Why does one write poetry?...because one is impelled to
do so by a personal sensibility and also because one
grows tired of the monotony of one's imagination/ say,
and sets out to find variety.
Wallace Stevens

And to imagine is only to understand oneself.

Paul Valdry

Imagination deserted by reason creates impossible use
less thoughts. United with reason, imagination is the
mother of all art and the source of all its beauty.
Goya

Most uses of imagination in poetry indicate a forcing
of one's way toward reality.
Karl Shapiro

Imagination has nothing to do with Memory.
W. Blake

Memory is necessary for all the operations of reason.
Pascal

Nowhere has the memory been more fully developed than
in the wild life,...

Ohiyesa (Sioux)

Memory should not be called Knowledge.
Keats
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Mississippi John Hurt

In the late 1920's a singer dubbed "Mississippi"

John Hurt made some recordings for the old standby blues

lable of the era, Okeh Records.

He played and sung more

than a dozen songs, among them "Avalon Blues," "Frankie,"

and "Stack 0' Lee Blues."

The records may have been popular

at first, but the Depression soon came and their demand

collapsed.

John Hurt faded back into rural Mississippi

obscurity; the outside world heard nothing more of him for
35 years.

Then, in 1963, a blues collector decided to follow

a hunch; recalling the 1928 song line "Avalon's my home
town, always on my mind," he located Avalon, Mississippi
and went there in search of John Hurt.

He found him.

I managed to live for alm.ost ten years after this

rediscovery without learning about it; I knew nothing about
Mississippi John's kind of music.

Then late one night,

while driving beside a mountain lake, I had my chance to
hear blues.

We were on our way to watch the sunrise from

a desert overlook; there were hours to go, and no moon shone

on the old cabins and boulders that we passed.

A tape was

started, and my ear was caught by music unlike anything it
had ever heard:

Mississippi Fred McDowell, his voice as

dark as the night; Big Mama Thornton, sounding like a man;
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Blind Willie McTell, his false bass sounding like I don't
know what—songs of hard times and the damage done, and of
patching up the pain—songs that made peace with it all but
which still held tight to some of the misery, taking it back
into the darkness...

Then another sound came through the speakers, gen
tler than the others.

There was a guitar that raised its

music, not thumping down into it like the rest, and soon

the voice floated up alongside, dancing with the guitar
notes.

They circled each other—words of sadness, music

of peace.

The song was "Stack 0' Lee Blues," and the mu

sician was Mississippi John Hurt.

He sang his story about

the killer down in the mines, and we rolled on with the

music.

The night seemed to grow lighter now, as if we were

already seeing a part of the dawn...
"That baad man...Ohh cruuel Stack O' Lee...."
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Essay #23 Revisited

Nature is separated from Art by an enormous chasm,
which genius itself is unable to bridge without ex
ternal assistance.
Goethe

...the poet...goeth hand in hand with nature, not en
closed within the narrow warrant of her gifts, but

ranging freely within the zodiac of his own wit.
Sir Philip Sidney

We make a clear distinction

And obscurely thus divide
Into growing diminution
Everything: on either side.

Forming its conception
The mind is closed with pride;

Forgotten, then perception
Mindless opens wide.

Man is a thinking reed but- his great works are done
when he is not calculating and thinking. "Childlikeness"
has to be restored with long years of training in the
art of self forgetfulness. When this is attained, man
thinks yet he does not think. He thinks like the show
ers coming down from the sky; he thinks like the waves
rolling on the ocean; he thinks like the stars illumin
ating the nightly heavens; he thinks like the green
foliage shooting forth in the relaxing spring breeze.
Indeed, he is the showers, the ocean, the stars, the
foliage.
D. T. Suzuki
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Words and Names

Words do not convey actualities;
Letters do not embody the spirit of the mind.
He who attaches himself to words is lost;
He who abides with letters will remain in ignorance.
Mumon

The word in poetry is not the word in any already
existing sense,...

Karl Shapiro

Our words fly off like arrows, as though we knew what
was right and wrong.
Chuang Tsu

All things in their fundamental nature are not nam

able or explicable.

They cannot be adequately expressed

in any form of language.
Ashvaghosha

Social distinctions and class antagonisms pale before

the division of people into friends and enemies of the
word.

Osip Mandelstam

When sage-kings instituted names, the names were fixed
and actualities distinguished....Now the sage-kings
are dead and the guarding of names has become lax, strange
terms have arisen, and names and actualities have been
confused.

Hsttn Tzu (fl. 298-238 B.C.)

...Activity, Word, and Meaning are in reality only one,
R. H. Blyth

When actuality...dominates, it is good, but when name
dominates, it is shame.
Chou Tun-i
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Choosing plain words
To express simple thoughts.
Suddenly I happened upon a recluse,
And seemed to see the heart of Tao.

Ssu-K'ung T'u

A written word is the choicest of relics.
Thoreau

Man's love for words is his first step toward ignorance,
and his love for definitions the second.

Lin Yutang

...we must accept the risks of semantic indeterminacy,
since only words of indetermimate meaning can have a
bearing on reality.
Michael Polanyi

...not until the heart attains calm transparency does
thought crystallize
Into such words as no man before fancied or pronounced.
Lu Chi

...disagreement in names, which is the first step toward
barbarism,...
Carolus Linnaeus

Everywhere men speak in whispers.
I brood on the uselessness of letters.
Tu Fu

The sage does not institute forms and names to restrain
things....He assists all things in their natural state
and does not play the part of their originator.
Wang Pi

Name is only the shadow of reality.
Chuang Tsu
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Two Juxtapositions

I.

...we are confronted with the terrifying prospect that
the natural world may never reveal its reason for exist
ence. In such a state, we can only be consoled by the

beauty and perfection that our eyes and our instruments
can behold.

George Brown
(neither the congressman

nor the general, but the
physicist)

...he who understands his nature will not be threatened

by Heaven and Earth, and he who comprehends evidences
will not be fooled by strange phenomena.
Huai-Nan Tzu

II.

Some have wondered at the formula:

science for it own

sake; and yet it is as good as life for its own sake,
if life is only misery;...

H, Poincare'

What is life? It is the flash of a firefly in the night,
It is the breath of a buffalo in the winter time. It is
the little shadow which runs across the grass and loses
itself in the sunset.

Last words of Crowfoot

Better to see the face than to hear the name,
Zen phrase
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Tree Poem

A tree that falls to the forest floor is eventually

populated by other forms of life....Succession is a
very slow process and it may be many years before the
moss-covered log becomes suitable habitat for spruce
and hemlock seedlings....Trees that germinate on nurse

logs eventually send roots to the soil, growing into
large buttressed root systems. These arch over ghost
nurse logs that have rotted away....
Interpretive signs,

Olympic National Park

Ghost Nurse Tree

Ghost nurse tree
No one can

see

Tell where you've been
By your progeny

Language Transfusion

Ch'ang; intestines, feelings, emotions. One who is
very sad is said to have "his intestines broken," or
"tied up into a hundred knots." These intestines are
broad or narrow, depending on whether a man is gener
ous or mean.

A man whose ideas run dry and who con

stantly stops during his writing is said to have "dried
up intestines."
Lin Yutang
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Logic, Etc. (A Lin Yutang Sandwich)

The Chinese distrust of logic begins with the dis
trust of words, proceeds with the abhorrence of defini

tions and ends with instinctive hatred for all systems
and theories. For only words, definitions and systems
have made schools of philosophy possible. The degen
eration of philosophy began with the preoccupation with
words.

Lin Yutang

The analytic mind will not carry us far.

Taking to

pieces is the trade of those who cannot construct.
Emerson

By being consistent, we miss many of the best things in
life.

Lin Yutang

...one can draw nothing from a syllogism that the mind
has not put there in advance.
Andre^ Gide

When you read ancient Chinese philosophy, you will find
that every other "therefore" is a non seguiter.
Lin Yutang

What I dislike in your wise men is their forced reason
ing.
Mencius

The logical man is always self-righteous and therefore
inhuman and therefore wrong, while the reasonable man
suspects that perhaps he is wrong and is therefore
always right.
Lin Yutang

The poet understands that behind the logical antinomy
the heart has taken sides.
Antonio Machado
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The Chinese mind...could face a logical inconsistency
with a clear conscience and great complacency.
Lin Yutang

Moss

O sweep thy yard, but spare the mossy spots!
Su Tungpo

The green moss thickens daily and so there is no dust.
Wang Wei
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From the Japanese

From which tree's bloom

It comes, I do not know:
This fragrance!
Basho

One plum blossom blooms.
Another

blooms.

It grows warmer.
Hattori Ransetsu

When it blows in the west.

Fallen leaves gather
In the east.
Buson

The tortoises are eating.
Or not eating.
These long spring days.
Issa

For years I suffered in snow and frost;
Now I am startled at pussy willows falling.
Zen

Master
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Maine Lines

At the end of The Maine Woods, Thoreau attached
"A LIST OF INDIAN WORDS," among which are the following:

Pockadundquaywayle

Passadumkeag

echo

....."where the water falls into the
Penobscot above the falls"

Mattawamkeag

...place where two rivers meet

Umbazookskus...........meadow stream

Piscataquis.

branch of a river

Medawisla

loon

Subekoondark

Buroquasis
Allegash.
Ebeema

.....white spruce

..moose-fly
.hemlock-bark
....rock

My only contribution to Thoreau's list would be
"Mooselookmegantic;" it is the name of a large lake in the
northwestern part of the state.

The Indian meaning'of the

word is unknown to me:, but I gained my own sense of the

place it named when I- circled it several years ago.

,

Two friends and I had camped in the lower White

Mountains, tight beside the New Hampshire border, and the
next morning we drove east to the twin towns of Rumford
and Mexico.

We visited Rumford first and stopped to photo

graph its huge and old brick pulp mill.

We then entered

Mexico, which was downwind from Rumford, and quickly left.
Our route was northward, toward the lake whose long

name had caught our interest when first seen, sprawling
across our roadmap.

The highway took us around all but the
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lake's south side; there were many twisting curves beside

dense thickets as we kept close to (but usually not in sight
of) the rambling shoreline.

The road continued through

many miles of heavy woods; seldom did we see even a cabin.
We finally left the lake and returned to New Hampshire,

where we came upon another mill town shortly before lunch.
The lake remains, for me, a vague impression of some

stretches of brown water glimpsed through breaks in drab

green trees.

Nothing suggested its mighty name except the

sense I had of the distance around it.

I remember more

vividly the dingy logging communities that bracketed our
side-trip; despite their appearance, they imposed a cosmo

politan influence upon the intervening wilderness, for
Mooselookmegantic Lake lay between Mexico, Maine, and Ber
lin, New Hampshire.
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Concepts

Why do we entrust the life and guidance of our thoughts
to our conceptions? Because we believe that their
manifest rationality is due to their being in contact
with the domains of reality, of which they have grasped
one aspect.

Michael Polanyi

The concept does not exist for the physicist until he
has the possibility of discovering whether or not it is
fullfilled in the actual case.
Einstein •

Freighted with eternal principles,
Athwart the mighty void.
Where cloud-masses darken.
And the wind blows ceaseless around.

Beyond the range of conceptions,
Let us gain the Centre,
And there hold fast without violence.

Fed from an inexaustable supply.
Ssu-K'ung T'u

Beneath the motley imagery of the newest poets one
senses an arbitrary game of concepts, not of in
tuitions.

Antonio Machado (1914)

May it not be universally true that the concepts pro
duced by the human mind. When formulated in a slightly
vague form, are roughly valid for reality, but that when
extreme precision is aimed at, they become ideal forms
whose real content tends to vanish away?
Louis de Broglie

The relativity of all coriceptual systems, ours included,
and their dependence upori language stand revealed.
i

Benjamin Lee Whorf
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Two Elevenths of Chin Shengt'an's "Thirty-Three Happy Moments"
(Listed in the Chinese Fashion)

I.
I get up early on a summer morning and see people
sawing a large bamboo pole under a mat-shed, to be used as
a water pipe. Ah, is this not happiness?

I.
To see someone's kite line broken.
happiness?

Ah, is this not

I.
At night I seem to hear someone thinking of me in the
distance. The next day I go to call on him. I enter his
door and look about his room and see that this person issitting at his desk, facing south, reading a document. He
sees me, nods quietly and pulls me by the sleeve to make me
sit down, saying, "Since you are here, come and look at
this." And we laugh and enjoy ourselves until the shadows
on the walls have disappeared. He is feeling hungry himself
and slowly asks me, "Are you hungry, too?" Ah, is this not
happiness?

I.
A pOor scholar comes to borrow money from me, but is
shy about mentioning the topic, and so he allows the con
versation to drift along on other topics. I see his uncom
fortable situation, pull him aside to a place where we are
alone and ask him how much he needs. -Then I go -inside and
give him the sum and after having done this, I ask him:
"Must you go immediately to settle this matter or can you
stay a while and have a drink with me?" Ah, is this not
happiness?

I.

To keep three or four spots of eczema in a private

part of my body and now and then to scald or bathe it with
hot water behind closed doors.

Ah, is this not happiness?

I.
To cut with a sharp knife a bright green watermelon
on a big scarlet plate of a summer afternoon. Ah, is this
not happiness?

A few of my own:

I.

I am driving along a remote highway in the rain and

suddenly come to an intersection; here a sign points along
a neglected road, indicating an unfamilar location. I stop,
considering the mysterious possibilities that may await me
if I turn off here.

Finally I continue on the main road,

realizing that it may be ten years before I pass this way
again. Ah, is this not happiness?
I.
To go on a long hike with a favorite dog until he is
all tired out, his tongue drooping from the corner of his
mouth.

Ah, is this not happiness?

I.
I am tutoring a student who can barely read. One day
I bring him a book that I believe he may like. When I next
return, he is waiting to read the book to me.
happiness?

Lunch:

Arcata High

While the others talk and eat
This lone student
Shifts his shoulders

On the landing between empty stairs

Ah, is this not
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Juggling Act

Knowledge is a polite word for dead but not buried
imagination.
e. e. cummings

There is nothing we imagine which we do not already
know.

Stephen Spender

The printer rolls his type with ink;
He's paid to print, and not to think.
The author writes his words with care,

Yet one word taken, puts another there,

The printer then, may.take the hint.
And start to juggle trays of print
...Writer cares not if this is so

...Was paid for juggling long ago.

A line dropped in a swift stream;

Greedy for the bait, he is caught.
If you open yOur mouth only a little.
Your life is lost!
•

Mumon
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Nature:

Moored to a Whorf

We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native
language.

Benjamin Lee Whorf

French:

The scientist does not study nature because it is use

ful; he studies it because he delights in it, and he
delights in it because it is beautiful. If nature
were not beautiful, it would not be worth knowing,
and if nature were not worth knowing, life would not

be worth living. Of course I do not here speak of that
beauty of qualities and of appearances; not that I
undervalue such beauty, far from it, but it has nothing
to do with science; I mean that profounder beauty which
comes from the harmonious order of the parts and which a
pure intelligence can grasp.
^
H. Poincare

Why should we perform the miracle by which a natural
object is almost made to disappear beneath the magic
waving wand of the written word, if not to divorce the
object from the direct and palpable, and so conjure up
its essence in all purity.
Maliarme'

German:

...inflexible Nature, who says so distinctly "No" and
so indistinctly "Yes" to our theories.
Hermann Weyl

The powerful effect exercised by nature springs,
as it were, from the connection and unity of the im

pressions and emotions produced; and we can only trace
their different sources by analyzing the individuality
of objects and the diversity of forces....
Alexander von Humboldt
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American Indian:

The old Lakota was wise.

He knew that man's heart

away from nature becomes hard; he knew that lack of
respect for growing, living things soon led to lack
of respect for humans too. So he kept his youth close
to its softening influence.
Chief Luther Standing Bear
(Lakota)

We saw the Great Spirit's work in almost everything:
sun, moon, trees, wind, and mountains. Sometimes we
approached him through these things. Was that so bad?
I think we have a true belief in the supreme being, a

stronger faith than that of most whites who have called
us pagans....Indians living close to nature and
nature's ruler are not living in darkness.
Tantanga Mani (Walking Buf
falo)

(Stoney)

Chinese:

Why is it the gentleman loves nature? The reason is
that he usually lives in a house and garden, enjoys
whistling over rocks and streams, loves to see fisher
men, woodcutters and recluse scholars; and enjoys the
company of monkeys and cranes.-"
Kuo Hsi

Too long I was held within the barred cage.
Now I am able to return again to Nature.
T'ao Ch'ien
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Two Poems of Broken Solitude

A ridge beyond
And a canyon below

Legs dangle over a stumpHawk soars in November sky

Winter grass, yellow and brown
Small tufts press the back.
Beyond the toes,
A nearly-hidden stream.
Eyes closed, water sounds
Surround open ears.

Language Transfusion

wen; originally "grains of pebbles, ripples on water,
waving lines of objects (e.g., brocade)," now meaning
"literature."

The fundamental idea is the natural lines

of movement or beauty of lines and form, and when ap
plied to writing, it refers to the movement of one's

thoughts and language.

We speak also of the "whirls"

or "eddies" or one's literary composition (wenchang
p'olan), describing the curious overlapping and back
and-forth twists and turns of the author's thoughts.
In addition, there is the idea of decoration or refine
ment, as contained in the idea of "dress" and particu

larly of brocade or embroidery.

In connection with wen,

the idea of tsao "water-cress" refers to the "embellish

ments" or "intrinsic beauties" of a writer's language.
Lin Yutang
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W

The school was flat.

It could all be seen by star

ing straight out, never once having to raise your head.

It

seemed to be a place for snakes and short-legged creatures,

since everything, buildings, trees—even the sand—appeared

compressed into lowness; curshed, perhaps, by the leaden
rays of a heat-heavy sun.

Brush surrounded the campus, and

it also rose only to a truncated height, soon stopping to

curl back upon itself like the thick tangle of dark locks on
a Mediterranean's scalp.

Within this encircling growth the

dry, squat-brown buildings continually baked; from a dis
tance they resembled huge and discarded adobe bricks.
It was among these structures that the student would
sneak, trying to avoid the offices, shying away from their
glittering, honeycombed cubicles that would blind and trap

the unwary.

A few false steps in that direction would bring

him into a medusa's lair, the ceiling a blinding flash, the
walls two coats of paint, and seated at its center, a secre

tary, her hair a lacquered tangle of small blond worms.

Trapped once, the student had penetrated the glare to squint
into the room beyond, conversely grey in its dead-rayed

light.

There, behind his coffin-dark desk, an official

struggled with his runaway lapels, his mouth formed in the

shape of a statisic, mind's damp effluence moistening his
clam-colored brow.

The student exited quickly, now knowing
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whether it was a prisoner or a warden he'd just spied.
The classrooms, however, were merely a blank upon

his mind's map.

If questioned, the student might vaguely

recall them, perhaps answering that at least he did not fear
such places—so far as he knew.
Where then could the young man go within this place

to find comfort?

Usually, if he had avoided all the traps,

he would come to the bare-concrete courtyard, itself without

charm, but often filled to overflowing with friends who had

made similar escapes.

The small, boxlike space would bloom

like a garden when thus inhabited; smiling faces would turn

upward in greeting, and conversation rose lightly, eased of
the weighty self-consciousness that burdened it elsewhere.
Often the student would pass among the tables there

casually, yet without lingering; he savored brief words of
friendship but kept -in sweet postponement, the- fuller plea
sure of more lengthy talk.

Instead, he would move on across

the courtyard to the shadowed doors at its far edge.

Open

ing one, his voice now over his shoulder, he would slip in
side.

The room he entered was filled with the isolation of

rows of unsought books.

He would speak to whomever might be

about, and was then free to roam the aisles, browsing for a
favorite title or author, eyes searching out new and special

covers, at last spotting a volume he could not resist pick
ing up.

Opening it, he might read a few sentences or even a

page, growing either enthralled or disappointed, his fingers
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gradually passing their judgment on the work, grasping it

tighter or slowly loosening their grip; eventually he would
abandon it to renew the quest, always moving with leisurely

intimacy, an immortal lecher among his harem of books.
When his absence had been prolonged enough, the stu

dent would quit his perusal and return outside, ready to sit
with his friends.

An empty chair was always to be found and

he would join a discursive circle, often listening quietly
at first, feeling the pulse of the talk.

He could rest

there, in the undemanding sunlight, as anecdotes and bon
mots travelled about him, until some ripple of his own wit

might cross the surface of his early stillness.

Or, if the

light were just right, falling with an agreeable warmth up
on his neck and back, he might lean forward in his chair,

and taking up a small red and yellow book, read Spanish love

poems to a girl he'd never kissed, the sun another gold on
her hair, his heart upon his lips.

The days would pass like this in a glow, moving to
ward some future memory that lay, unimagined, beyond his

thought's softest touch.

Later eyes would search the court

yard, always in vain, for relics from this earlier time when
everything, even in the moonlight, softly glimmered.
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Mathematics

...Number, the inducer of philosophies...
Aeschylus

How does it happen there are people who do not under

stand mathematics?

^
Henri Poincare

Mathematics, as much as music or any other art, is one
of the means by which we, rise to a complete self-con
sciousness.

J. W. N. Sullivan

One of the chief services which mathematics has

rendered the human race in the past century is to put

"common sense" where it belongs, on the topmost shelf
next to the dusty canister labeled "discarded nonsense."
E. T. Bell

Truth to the mathematician merely means freedom from
internal inconsistencies.

Billy E. Goetz

God>forbid that Truth should be Confined to Mathematical
Demonstration!

Wm. Blake

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they
are not certain; and as far as they are certain, they
do not refer to reality.
Einstein

...so, if a man's wits be wandering, let him study the
mathematics,...
Francis Bacon
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Poets & Painters:

II

Two Eccentrics

...we cannot understand the environment by looking at
it.

Robert M. Hutchins

Juan Chi received people by showing either the

pupils of his eyes or only the whites.

The pupils were

reserved for his friends, while ceremonial, and there

fore vulgar, visitors were deprived of the privilege.
Juan Chi often drove a chariot alone and, as a rule,

he lost the way and wept bitterly.

A prefect went to see him. They stayed together for
a whole day during which Juan did not utter a single
word.

Such a roan was obviously not fit for responsibility.
Jerome Ch'en and
Michael Bullock

As dew-drops freeze.
Green grass wilts.
Gentlemen do not understand this.
Yet are said to be wise.
Let me ride on a cloud
To visit the immortals.
Juan Chi

Huang Tzuchin often sits the whole day in the com

pany of bamboos, trees, brush-wood and piles of rocks in
the wild mountains, and seems to have lost himself in
his surroundings, in a manner puzzling to others. Some

times he goes to the place where the river joins the
sea to look at the currents and the waves, and he re

mains there, oblivious of wind and rain and the howling
water-spirits. This is the work of the Great Absent-

Minded (name of the painterj , and that is why it is
surcharged with moods and feelings, ever-changing and
wonderful like nature herself.
Li Jihhua
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No Criticism for a Fruitless Diet

...the good novelist sees himself as the source of
a subject that, when it has taken its form in his
work, we may profitably examine because our analysis
will bring it back to ourselves, perhaps to kiss us,
more likely to slap us in the face—either way, to

tell us where ^ are.

These are the fruits of criti

cism.
Mark Schorer

My undergraduate major was English; in it, I would
read literature which I then explicated, analyzed, and
criticized.

Sometimes I would then repeat the process

with critical accounts of the works that had already been

processed.

When I finally received my degree, I proceeded

to read no novels for weeks and then months.

This was not

for lack of opportunity; I spent much of my time in a small
room, my library, which had most of two walls filled with
books.

What I usually did there instead of reading was to

turn on my stereo and listen to music.

Usually I would start a record and then stretch out

upon the hard, pallet-like couch on the far side of the room.
I laid there quietly—an overstuffed pillow under my head,

my eyes closed, my left ear nearest the music.

Sometimes,

thus positioned, I would soon fall asleep; more often, I
would remain awake, listening without concentration, and

the music would eventually sweep my mind clear of thoughts.

Then images and sensations I did not create would come up
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to me and move with a power of their own.

They would con

tinue their activity until a lapse occurred that would al

low the return of my usual attention, and then I would open
my eyes and get up, feeling more rested than if I had slept.
During this same time I would occasionally mix up a
pallette of watercolors and begin to paint, sometimes contin

uing late into the night.

At first I would begin with a

definite idea of what I wanted to create, but later on I
stopped trying so hard and would just work, letting the sug
gestions of the moment have their way, moved by the influ
ences of colors and forms.

I have saved about a dozen of

my paintings from that time—some of them still suggest

feelings I cannot describe.

They remain in a drawer of my

desk; mementos, perhaps, of life with an unkissed, unslapped
face.
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Speaking of Animals...

This world is but the tail of a buffalo passing through
a window.

Dogen

The poet is he that hath fat enough, like bears and mar
mots, to suck his claws all winter.
Thoreau

Although I am a serpent, I will not be ashamed of becom
ing a dragon.
Li Ho

Sunset Beach Run

Ocean foam
Hits feet
Across Beach

Sunset sand
Washed fine
Still wet
Waves roll white
North wind
Face then back
Child on shore
Raise our

hands

Drift on by
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Freedom:

An Art-Science Dialogue

Order does not interfere with freedom, as Bach proved.
James Broughton

...science...is the free activity of man's divine facul
ties of reason and imagination.
J. B. S. Haldane

Art submits itself to law in order that freedom may be
brought out by contrast.
R. H. Blyth

In her pursuit of truth science passes through freedom
to certainty.
Edmund W. Sinnott

Language Transfusion

^

u:

simple in taste, unadorned, unsophisticated,

close to nature.

Shunp'u (unspoiled and simple) de
scribes the simple character and ways of living of the
ancient people, characterized by natural hospitality
and kindness, being yet unspoiled by civilization,...
Lin Yutang
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The Mime of the Ancient Mariner

The poetic imagination is harmed by absorbing more
intellectual knowledge that it can digest.
Stephen Spender

,clapt in the Fleete for a Rimer.
Thomas Nash

Prologue

Once, considering science, mulling over quotes
My fancy did awake, and softly ask of me:
What if your wordy authors suddenly- turned-to boats
And, guns roaring, did battle on the sea?

The Mime

In morning's mist a lone soul departs
Walking slowly beside the bay
The village he leaves—"Place of Tranquil Hearts";
Slumbers peacefully before the day
His feet trod sand still cool to touch

He feels the sharp spray of a wave
People here try not to think too much
Or question how their minds behave
The man walks on as the sun arrives

He's dressed in the style of China
Slowly he moves and then softly sighs:

"The morning light does shine--yeah!"
He climbs to a point above the cove
And rests, with head upon his arm
His sight now slows and ceases to rove
While the man dreams—safe from harm.

Then what is this, of motion so abrupt
That his languid eye at last perceives?
A smoky smudge does now interrupt
The tranquil washing of the seas!
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Beneath the smoke a stack is seen

Then two, now three, now four;

And guns, powerful and evil gleam
For this is a ship of war!
It cuts the water with a terrible speed

A deathly flash above its prow

And haltingly the man at last does read
Encyclopaedia Britannica lettered on the bow
A grayish puff now rises queer
As the shell flies toward the shore

And soon enough the ear does hear
The boom of the huge gun's roar:

SCIENCE, a word which, in its broadest sense, is
synoymous with learning and knowledge.
The watcher considers the sound he's heard
And concludes it smacks of college.
Now the shot has found its mark

And wreaked havoc in the village

Screaming families run by rubble stark
Carrying visions of rape and pillage.
The ship steams on, inexorably
While behind it, oh woe! another

The second, smaller, its stacks only three
But bearing guns just like its brother.

Straining sight now finds the new one to be
Named for a family of genius
In this case christened the T. H. Huxley

Its barrels spouting flames so mean—yes!

The method of scientific investigation is nothing but

the necessary mode of working of the human mind.
And another missle thus speeds on its way

Belched forth from the ship that's behind.
Once more the village rattles and shakes
As frail walls begin to tumble

The enemy ships now slow in their wakes
Expecting surrender, meek and humble.
But now from the harbor a boat sets sail

And it brings to the watcher a pang

For he sees with a start, the sailors' faces so pale:
The heroes of the good ship Lin Yutang!
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It sallies forth, an ungainly junk
Yet colored and festooned with flair

With a long orange banndr, like an elephant's trunk
And purple sails, that puff out in the air.
The wind moves it .near the enemy host
Which heaves to, its guns in array

While the Lin's hoary skipper, now white as a ghost
Wrinkles his brow in dismay

He calls forth his sailors, who respond with dispatch

And bring up a cage to the deck
The mate moves forward and opens the latch-

Doves fly out, as if fleeing a wreck

The birds speed fair to the steely invader
His ships so dark and strong;

They alight on the guns and freely stay there
Softly cooing their sweet song:

It is easy to see why the Chinese mind cannot develop
a scientific method; for the scientific method, besides

being analytical, always involves an amount of stupid
drudgery, while the Chinese believe in flashes of com
mon sense and insight.

The sailors curse; they threaten and yell
Yet no swab's invective can now induce flight

The birds show courage so admirable
They slow the war so wildly waged
While the Science fleet's full admiral
At his crewmen fumed and raged

From his spot so far above the fight
The observer still stands on high

When suddenly he reels with fright:
Another smoke cloud dots the sky!

A vision formed in philosophic Attica
Now embodied, fills the man with rue
As the squadron Principia Mathematica
Steams sullenly into view.

The new ships slow, they're
As the others wait, hanging
The doves depart in silence
Toward the Lin, itself soon

checking range
fire
so strange
to be a pyre.
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Now a new flex of artillery's muscle
And shells speed forward, filled with dread:
First, a salvo from the Bertfand Russell
Next, a barrage from the Alfred North Whitehead:

If I were to sum up in a phrase the main difference
between the Chinese and ourselves, I should say that
they, in the main, aim at enjoyment, while we, in the
main aim at power. We like power over our fellowmen,
and we like power over Nature.

For the sake of the

former we have built up strong states, and for the
sake of the latter we have built up science. The
Chinese are too lazy and too good-natured for such
pursuits.

It requires a very unusual mind to undertake an analysis
of the obvious.

The shots rain down, and the allied crew
First surprised, is now oblivious.
The battle over, the watcher leaves
And quickly descends to the strand

To join with his friends while the enemy grieves—
Here returns the Lin—so ably manned!
■

'

t'

The villagers gather, hardly upset
Their gentleness remains the same
While the remnant foe, disconsolate
Returns home to assess its blame

At the Principia's subsequent court-martial
Held in Science's dour land

Before judges not the least impartial
A quivering crewman takes the stand:
"Your errant shots did doom the fate

Of our allies so dear—have you repented?"
"Sir, I'm a humble salt, a poor gunnery mate.
And can only plead: temporarily dis-oriented."
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Thought Trying to Get Ahead

Man is born for thought; therefore he is not a moment
without it,...
Pascal

My own mind is very hard to me.
It is just as if I were carrying my mind around.
What is the matter with you?
Tlingit Indian Poem

Meditation exercises heart's virulent dragon,
Wang Wei

The Return of Thought

Thought is still a narcotic.
Henry Miller

A far-reaching thought attains its object only in the
realm of the infinite.
Li Chi

Why should I frighten sea gulls,
even with a thought?
Wang Wei
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What's in a Name?

Ch'ao and Yu, diligent ministers—
Was it they knew best, or these?

By chrysanthemums and pines, T'ao Ch'ien of Chin;
Fugitive on the river and the lakes. Fan Li of Yueh.
Kuan Han-ch'ing

Less than a handful of artists come to mind as being

known only by their first names:
Claude, Rembrandt.

Michelangelo, Leonardo,

The letter's full name was Rembrandt

Harmenszoon van Rijn; only the "Rembrandt" was a matter of
choice.

It appears that in seventeenth-century Holland a

child was given the first name of the father as its middle
name, adding the suffix zoon for "son" or docter for "daugh
ter."

Thus, Rembrandt was destined to also carry the name

"Harmenszoon," as he was the son of Harmen Gerritszoon van

Rijn, who in turn was no doubt the son of someone whose
first name was Gerrit,

The last name, "van Rijn,

means

of

the Rhine," and refers to the family's area of residence.
Rembrandt was born in Leiden, a town indeed on a

branch of the lower Rhine, in 1606.

That same year, half a

world away, the Chinese painter known as Fu Chingchu was
also born.

According to Lin Yutang, this was not Fu's "reg

ular" name, however.

The ming, or "regular" name, is the

one by which a person signs himself in official papers; it
corresponds to a legal name in the West. In this case it
was Fu Shan, although previously it had been Fu Tingchen.
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Most scholars of this time also had a second name, tse,

which is a person's "social"'name.
mentioned above.

cial names:

Kungta.

This is Fu's first name

He also had at least three subsidiary so

Fu Jenchung, Fu Sehle, and Kungchita, or just

As a painter and calligraphist, Fu also signed his

scripts and paintings with a number of assumed, or "fancy"
names; of these, Lin has collected the following:
Red Gown Taoist
Rock Taoist

Leaving Alone Bad Spirits (Shuili)
Six Rules (Liuchih)
Old Man of Red Cliff

Squire of Red Cliff
Old Man of Dirt Hall

Owner of Black Lamb Temple
Old Man of Nightless Temple
Guest of Mountains (Fu Chiaoshan)

Guest Resident of Huang Mountain (Chiao Huangshan)
Old Man Guest Resident of Huang
Wine-drinking Taoist
Wine and Meat Taoist

Believer Not in Monastery (Chushih)
Old Zen Buddhist of Bitter Wine

Saint of Mountain (Chen Shan)
Guest Resident Mountain Saint
Taoist of Five Peaks

Taoist of Dragon Pool
Old Man Watching Transformations
Great Laughing Disciple

Disciple Hearing the Truth at the Dragon Pool
Lin claims he's listed thirty different names that

Fu used; counting twice, I agree.

On the other hand, the

lone word "Rembrandt" seems to have been the single designa

tion the Dutch artist preferred; it is virtually the only

name, for example, that he used when signing his self-por
traits—a group of paintings numbering sixty-two in all.
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Knowledge

Strictly Speaking All Knowledge is Particular.
Wm. Blake

.

Everything is natural and does not know why it is so.
Kuo Hsiang

A man who has learnt but little grows old like an ox;

his flesh increases but his knowledge does not grow.
The Dhammapada

When a person loves fame and is fond of supremacy and is
not satisfied even when he has broken his back in the at

tempt, it is due to the fact that human knowledge knows
no limit. Therefore what is called knowledge is born of
losing sight of what is proper and will be eliminated

when one is in silent harmony with his ultimate capacity.
Kuo Hsiang
I

...there is a way of knowing which is at once underneath
and above consciousness of knowing.
Laurens van der Post

Any branch of human knowledge, even the study of the
rocks of the earth and the cosmic rays of heaven, strikes
mysticism when it reaches any depth at all....
Lin Yutang

Absolute knowledge is thus an entirely non-intellectual
experience of reality,...
Fritjof Capra

Oak as tiny acorn knows already what's worth knowing.
R. G. H. Siu

None knoweth whence creation has arisen;
And whether he has or has not produced it;

He who surveys it in the highest heaven.
He only knows, or haply he may know not.
Rg Veda
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There are two methods in which we acquire knowledge—
argument and experiment.
Roger Bacon

The student of knowledge (aims at) learning day by day;
The student of Tao (aims at) losing day by day.
Tao Te Ching

I had learned many English words and could recite part
of the Ten Commandments. I knew how to sleep on a bed,
pray to Jesus, comb my hair, eat with a knife and fork,

and use a toilet....! had also learned that a person
thinks with his head instead of his heart.
Sun Chief (former student at

the Sherman Institute)

Into blind darkness enter they
That worship ignorance;

Into darkness greater than that, as it were, they
That delight in knowledge.
Isa Upanisad

The real knowledge survives in the work, not in the memory,
Wendell Berry

The equation of knowledge with insight is one of the dis
eases of the western man.

Lin Yutang

I have always known
That at last I would

Take this road, but yesterday
I did not know that it would be today.
Ariwara No Narihira

To use knowledge is not as good as to have no knowledge.
Wang Pi

Not knowing
The name of the tree,
I stood in the flood

Of its sweet smell.
Basho
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Short Poems

The stars, making their links
I lie upon my back
In the night grass.

As the first drops of rain hit
Five crows

Fly into the storm.

Once, while running
South of the pasture

My breath breathed me.

As I turn to draw the shade
Crescent of moon

Catches my eye.

All day long

In the green field
The horses eat and eat.

I paint from the top down.

First the sky, then the

mountains, then the hills, then the houses, then the
cattle, and then the people.
Grandma Moses
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Offering to C. G. Jung

All mundane affairs should be thrown into the river

Life is just a nightmare.

The only safe path is down into the cellar.
Any other route is not worth the fare.
Li Yti

Things cannot be destroyed once and for all.
When what is above is completely split apart, it
returns below.

The 1 Ching

Language Transfusion

ku;

bone, skeleton, inner being, as contrasted with

temporary appearances.

The important thing is what a

man has got "in his bones," e. g., as a democrat or
aristocrat, or hedonist. The underlying philosophy or
attitude of a writer provides "the bones" for his writ

ings, and a superficial writer touching on trivial
topics may have no "bones" at all. In calligraphy,
ku or kuchia, means the basic framework or pattern of
a character, as contained in a few main supporting
strokes.

Lin Yutang
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Thibodaux

If you mean to avoid the Interstate, you can leave
Covington going south, down toward the Causeway, and turn

right at just about your last chance before you hit Metai

rie, twenty-four miles across the bridge.

In a couple of

minutes you'll bump over the Tchefuncte on that little white

drawbridge just east of Madisonville; up the road a bit, at
Starvation Landing, you could rent a pirogue and row back

down by the bridge, maybe heading on up to the park for a

picnic under those moss-covered old trees.

Then, if you

had a couple of extra days, you could drift back down on the

nearly-paralyzed water, and count a few thousand cypress
knees along the banks.

But if you don't stop at the boat

dock^ you'll bend around a little and then straighten out
toward Ponchatula~the last big intersection is just a
lazy old sweep of sectioned concrete; it looks about the

same as when Huey Long put it over the clam shells forty
years ago.

Downtown Ponchatula, past the railroad crossing, is

only a. bunch of orange bricks and you'll want to pass right
on through, even ignoring the caged alligator outside the
train station.. On the far side of town, though, there's a
little old place that you're sure to slow down for; it's no

bigger than two outhouses and it's all rough wood, but
there are curtains in the windows and fresh green trim on
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the sills and you know somebody lives in it.
There's not much to see after that until you take
the curves into Killian and then there's still not much ex

cept the old fire engine, fading its red off outside the
real estate office.

It's got an old brass siren or some

thing up on the hood that looks like a runaway wart on an
old man's nose, and that's usually good enough for a stop

and a closer look.

Then, easing on through town, you ought

to keep an eye out for the sign about the Cajun band that'll
be at the bar Saturday night.

The next stop's a little pull-over just before the
Ticfaw so you can look up to where the river splits.

The

point up there is filled with trees that look like white
sticks, and you don't know if the swamp's got them or if
they've just lost their leaves for winter.

When you start

up again, you hit flat-boat country; all the shacks sit on

a bayou, hardly ever a car in sight, but there isn't a one
without its dock and a little green boat tied up alongside.
Pretty soon you come to the funny-looking bridge, that

high-arched cement one over Pas Manchac.

You look real hard

as you go over it, trying to find the patch-work they did to
fix up the break from when the barge hit it last fall.

What

was it?—three or four cars went over the drop before the
other drivers noticed there was something unusual about the
bridge that day.

From the top, you can see what the country'11 be
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like ahead; it's just miles of stubby orange plants that
look as if they're about the only thing that can grow there.

About the time they get monotonous/ which is pretty sOon,

the new freeway project starts and you can see the pilings,
maybe fifty feet or so in the air, waiting to be mashed down
into the swamp.

In a little while you cross under the big highway
and come close to the levees, and then you've got three

choices:

you can turn north, on River Road, and drive past

the old plantations; you can turn south, also along River

Road, and drive past other plantations; or you can zig-zag
a little and cross the Sunshine Bridge—it's the only one
south of Baton Rouge until the Huey P. Long—and then drive

down Bayou Laforche past even more plantations.

If you like

old mansions, you might even drive a ways in all three di
rections.

The river, if you go that way, is what we call "The
River," and it takes a while to cross; there's a lot of

barges and Mississippi mud passing underneath.

Once you get

over it, though, you're right by Donaldsonville, and you can
follow the bayou from there all the way into Thibodaux.
Even if you left home early, it's still got to be the far

side of noon by now, and you know that by the time you pass

four or five more mansions and see all the other sights
it'll be close to suppertime when you hit the big town.
You get there, to Thibodaux, moving fast, and
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there's enough time left to track down Rienzi, the fanciest

plantation around.

It sits way back off the road, and it's

almost all white, except for the roof and shutters, which
are a real dignified black.

Even so, the main thing about

it is that pair of spiral staircases that circle up to the

balcony~-you don't see them

very often at these places.

By now you've killed enough time, or maybe too much,
so you hurry back to the corner gas station to find out

where they serve the best Cajun food, and they tell you it's
Jutz's, which is over the bridge and then down the street.

You drive there in a hurry, stomach on empty, and you even
pass up that inviting little street with its row of brick

shops—you've just got to eat. ,
At Jutz's, they have old typed-out menus covered in

thick cellophane, like the ones they stopped using in the
big cities twenty years ago.

You order a bottle of beer and

the shrimp stew dinner, with red beans and rice and salad.

It comes to you on a big, heavy, divided plate and it's all

even better than you'd hoped.

Afterwards, you ask the wait

ress about the food and find out it's Cajun-style, but not
made by Cajuns.

She blushes and calls them "Coon-Asses."

On the way back home you're feeling full and don't

much want to stop> but you pull off anyway for a look at an

old blue and white church; it's tilting a little with age,
and even though the graves in back still have flowers, the

headstones have long since started sinking into the swamp...
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The Earth, and Things Close to It

The poetry of earth is never dead
Keats

Oh, where can I not

find fragrant grass
In this boundless earth!

Su T'ung-po

Time was when education moved toward soil, not away
from it.

Aldo Leopold

Most people are on the world, not in it—...
John Muir

The greatest delight which the fields and the woods
minister is the suggestion of an occult relation be
tween man and the vegetable.
Emerson

Nothing can grow unless it taps into the soil.
William Carlos Williams

I, a descendant of the royal house,
now a servant of others

With the deepest pleasure
bow low to the earth.
Li Ho

The Deathsong of White Antelope, Cheyenne, who stood
singing, his arms folded, at the Sand Creek Massacre:

Nothing lives long
except the earth
and

the mountains
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One-Ninth of the "List of the 108 Heroes at Liang Shan Po"
(Water Margin)

Name

Nickname

Chang Ch'ing
Chiang Chin
Hsiang Cheng

Vegetable Garden
Eight Arms Jinn

Hu Yen-shao

Two Bludgeons General

Pai Sheng
Peng Chi

Heavenly Eyes General

Marvelous Mathematician

Daylight Rat

Shih Ch'ien

Flea on the Drum

Tang Lung

Cash Marked Leopard

T'ao Tsung-wang
Wang Ying
Yang Chih
Yuan, the Seventh

Nine Tailed Tortoise

Stunted Tiger
Sallow Faced Brute

Living Pluto

Will/Wild

...man's propensity to imagine that which does not yet
exist, or would never come to pass without his willful
and deliberate action, is the aspect of his nature that
differentiates him most clearly from animals.
Rene'' Dubos

instinct is not so simple in its objectives.

More

often than intellect, possibly, it requires the hard
choice. The command is to wait and to grope, to labor,

to risk life, as frequently as it is to indulge oneself
....Animals...followed instinctive discipline to the

good ways that work permanently.

That is what wildness

is—to follow the inner impulse without willfulness,
and sensitively.

Sally Carrighar
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V

He was almost past the house, on his way to the

camp, before it pulled him back, gently jerking his eyes and
neck like a slow wrist moving a whip.

If he had noticed the

place earlier, he would have tried to ignore it; the build
ing seemed blocky and ugly, surrounded by a bare yard—an
unwanted obstacle beside a wide spot in the trail.
Or was it?

Seen from the edge of his eye the house indeed

begged a further look; perhaps it was worth his investigation
after all.

He turned and slowly came back to it with a sort

of sidling humility, searching out the best spot from which
to see it, letting his feet grow familiar with where they
walked.

He moved in front of the house next, past the

door first and then over to one side, coming into a paint

er's perspective that looked down the corner angle.

His

feet turned slightly, and then came to rest; the spot felt
right.

Here his vision was freed; now the colors and shapes

came toward him of their own accord, no longer heeding the
demands of his conscious eye, so that he could move into

their rhythm of light, become part of it, and, at last, see
all of it.

And this is what he saw:

first the window above the

door, as intriguing as the opening to a barn loft; no sug
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gestion of an attic behind it, but rather a place that

giants might stand in.

Above the window, running like a

thin creek, a whispy crack comes out of nowhere, descending

gradually to the frame below.

Nearby, where the grey stuc

co is gone, cream-colored bricks mount upward on a gentle
grid, as if etched in cake batter; they invite the fingers
to an even softer touch.

Far below stands the door, open without a sense of

hinges, revealing nothing within, but framed in dark-blond
wood—it is suddenly inviting; one knows that his place
will never be abandoned.

Across the front wall now, a

splash of rusty gold; an outburst of lichen hinting at the
withered-leafed vine that is also there—an artist's con

spiracy of plants, blindly forming the perfect pattern they
will never see.

Finally the roof, almost shorn of its bushy

cover, the upper walls bulging like a philosopher's fore

head, enclosed only by the wistful, final curve of the small
eaves, themselves so frail that the house threatens to burst
from below, a building too big for its confines.

Having seen all this, the traveler can now move in
closer, and turning, put his back to the house, arching his

body against the ceramic colors.

Now, gradually reclining

toward the gound, he looks out at the trees dotting the
flat space before him.

He sees the powdery earth by his

feet; it waits to rise into dust from the slightest movement
of his boots.

He also sees the single pine, filling the
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space inside his elbow without a threat, its limbs hanging

like poppies at dusk; they droop in the heavy, quiet air,
as if ready for sleep.

His eyes close, and the man senses that the door be
hind him has found its lasting shape.

The bottom half is

now partly shut; it points at some good burgher's wife, her
round-faced children floating near her feet.

They gaze up

ward at their mother, their cheeks glowing, the dirt beneath
them suddenly settled.

What happens to them next?

The man rests and waits,

his feet pointing toward the trail he'd once been travel
ling, so much earlier in the day.
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Space-Time

So long as one is conscious of space and time, Zen
will keep a respectable distance from you; ^ ..
D. T. Suzuki

...The special theory of relativity...has demonstrated
that there exists a close connection between the form

in which time on the one hand and the spatial coordinates
on the other hand enter into the laws of nature.
Einstein

For all that I can see, then, there may be intellectual:
existences to which both time and space are nullities.
William Stanley Jevons

Time, space, and causation are like the glass through
which the Absolute is seen....In the Absolute there

is neigher time, space, nor causation.
Swami Vivekananda

Language Transfusion

hua; changed, transformed, with all artificiality oblit
erated. This is the highest praise that can be given
a poem or a painting. Sometimes shenhua is used, mean
ing "divinely transformed." This is far higher praise
than other epithets like miao (exquisite), neng (clever).
In grading different masters or works of art, the huap'in
or shenp'in grade always tops the list. One speaks of
such work as done by "ghost's axe and god's craft."
The best prose, like that of Su Tungp'o is compared to

"sailing clouds and flowing water," going or stopping
according to their inner law.
Lin Yutang
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Mi Fei (1051-1107) Chinese Landscape Painter

Mi Fei earned the name of being crazy because he had
a craze for beautiful rocks, so much so that when falling
in love with a special piece of rock of unusual rugged

strength of lines in Wuwei, where he was magistrate,
he dressed up in his formal cap and gown and knelt down
before the rock and called it "father in law."

Once he

received a stone of special luster from a monk and slept

embracing the stone for three days....He once asked Su

Tungpo, "People call me crazy.

What do you think?"

Tungpo replied, "I follow the majority."
Lin Yutang

The following poem comes out of an experience I had

in the sixth grade, when I entered a poster contest while in
love with two recently-seen rocks:

The Ballad of Mi Fei and Me

Once I painted two great rocks
On top of each a tree

I painted them with all my heart
As befitted Mi Fei and me.

Friends come by to watch me paint

They saw my brush move free
Neither they nor I then understood
'Twas the way of Mi Fei and me.

I painted long upon that work
Yet worked it into tragedy:

A sky too wet washed trees and rocks
Far past the tears...of Mi Fei and me
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Tale of the Beaver

It is universally allowed, that the beaver, in

his purely individual qualities, instead of possessing
any marked superiority over the other animals, appears,
on the contrary, to sink considerably below some of
them.
Buffon

The twilight deepened; greys and tans gave promise of

the violets and sepias to come; the light strayed slowly
away, moving back from the stream water that headed east.

I

stood in chest high bushes beside the pond; for Gisela, the
bushes were forehead high/ and she had to peer between rather

than over them.

The sound of the creek was beyond us, in

front and to the left, just past the dam.

Mimicking rocks,

I

we studied the still water before us; there were no waves,
no ripples—yet didn't I see a few bubbles by the far bank?
We waited; my patience wore thin, but before it rip
ped, I looked once more—this time there were bubbles in the

shallows near me; when were they ever going to mean anything?
Finally I fidgeted; so did Gisela.

We both relaxed into muf

fled noisiness, nearly ready to abandon our hope of seeing
the beaver.
thwarted.

By now we were disappointed, but not completely

Moving up along the pond, we came to another

likely viewing spot just around a wide bend.
er; our endurance had shrunk.

It grew dark

After a few minutes of fruit

less watching we decided to go back.
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The twilight moved out of its childhood into raging
adolescence; soon it would be completely dark.

We passed our

first location and our steps slowed—was there still hope?

We resumed our initial places, committed to stay until we

could distinguish sky from water no more.

As before, the

pond was quiet; gradually we sunk into stillness beside it.
Now, once again, I saw a soft flurry of bubbles from near the
opposite bank.

This time we made no movement at all.

The

bubbles stopped, but now there was a ripple instead, and then
two dark humps rose above the water; the small one, the head,

leading the larger one behind it.

Across the pond the humps

went; there was never a sound more than a soft gurgle.

We

watched, subdued by the aura of slowly-moving solitude, not
sure whether to feel privileged or ashamed.

Finally my com

mitment to our plan overcame me; I rose quietly and brought
the camera up.

into sight.

I moved it to my eye and brought the humps

Softly I pushed the button to set the flash;

there was a faint "click"—followed immediately by a tre

mendous "splash!" as the beaver's tail slapped the water and
he dove under the shower of spray, vanishing from our sight
into the pond's ever-darkening depths.
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Argument

Why follow the example of the swallow and the bat,
And argue about the beginning of the day?
Su Tungpo

Do I like to argue?

I cannot help it.
Mencius

Do not let us meet to argue; let us meet to rest.
Emerson

Be calm in arguing, for fierceness makes
Error a fault, and truth discourtesy.
George Herbert

Man should not dispute or assert, but whisper results
to his Neighbour,...
Keats

...the great poet...is no arguer...he is judgment.

He

judges not as the judge judges but as the sun falling
around a helpless thing.
Walt Whitman

Good men do not argue.
Lao Tsu

Who can know that far off in the misty waves

Another yet more excellent realm of thought exists?
Zen phrase
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Late Summer Poems

Afternoon Rest

Ponds below the road

Olive-dark, an edge of rushes.
Warm sun and damp grass
The west wind hits my side.

Eyes closed, half-asleep
Bells fill the air at four o'clock.

The day floats by, beyond my reach
Look up: ridge of trees under bright fall sky.

Eureka Wharf, Sunday Morning

Morning at the wharf:

The few men quiet in the rising fog..
A water-soaked dog brings up a stick
And returns for another, his thin sides twisting.
Houses across the bay—
A narrow strip below the sky.
I turn and move up
To where a grey-white boat slowly rots.
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A Collection of Chinese Sayings

Those near a mandarin get honor;
Those near a kitchen, food.

When you drink water, remember the mountain spring.

Affairs as numerous as the prickles of a hedgehog.

A girl who flirts with her looks is not chaste;
A scholar who flirts with his knowledge is not honest,

The man of many words cannot have a steady mind.

To satisfy one's hunger by drawing a cake.

Whither shall we dispose of the pine breeze and shining
moon of the universe? Into the wine cup and bag of

poetry.

How shall we take leave of the changing elements

of human passion?

By closing the door and lying on a

high pillow.

To step into the blue clouds from below with ease.

Badgers of the same mound.

Only watch how the flowers bloom, how the flowers fade;
say not this man is right, that man is wrong.

Anything which has not found its equilibrium will create
sound.

The bits of fur from the armpits of many foxes will in
the end make a robe.

When water is too clear, there are no fish.
a hurry has no wisdom.

A man in
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He who does not learn a craft spoils his whole life.

Disaster comes out of the mouth, not into it.

A cunning fox has three holes.

A good man does not beat his wife.

A good dog does not

bite chickens.

A storm of mosquitos may create a noise like thunder,

An intelligent person often talks with his eyes; a
shallow man often swallows with his ears.

Do not rub the scales under a dragon's neck,

When you go out, look at the sky.
house, watch the faces.

When you enter a

To see through fame and wealth is to gain a little rest;
to see through life and death is to gain a big rest.

When the melons are ripe, you will be replaced.
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Mountain Mandala

Education implies teaching. Teaching implies knowledge
Knowledge is truth. The truth is everywhere the same.
Hence education should be everywhere the same.
Robert M. Hutchins

A master teaches essence.

When the essence is per

ceived, he teaches what is necessary to expand the
perception.
Gary Zukav

There is a camp in the forest, in the mountains high
above the valley.

It sits on a long point of tableland,

separated from the highway and other camps by a low rise of
rocky ground.

To the north, the land falls away down steep

cliffs that drop to a wide river canyon far below; to the

south, the flats gradually turn upward, ever-steepening, and
finally end in a long, pine-green ridge.
In summer, the camp is usually filled with youths
from various service and religious groups; they are teen

agers, mostly, many of whom travel from homes nearly a hun
dred miles away.

During the other seasons, the camp may be

occupied only on weekends, although it remains open even

during the winter snows.

Occasionally it may be used by

older people; at least twice it has served for college or
ientations.

The buildings here are mostly wooden, and old.
There are clusters of low tent cabins, partially hidden in

a verge of pine trees; they are dark inside even on the
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brightest day.

Across from them, separated by a clearing,

are the main buildings:

the infirmary; the glassy, glossy

new lodge, where evening card games are played; the old

lodge, with its hand-painted plaques hung from the low raf
ters, each picture or design commemorating a past group of
campers.

Eastward, rising from the bright colors of gashed

earth, a grey-stuccoed dormitory offers its contrast to the
surrounding browns and greens.
A casual visitor to the camp could easily see all

of these sights in the course of two or three minutes; he

would only have to circle around the parking area and fire

pit.

Unless he took the extra time necessary to walk a few

hundred feet farther to the northeast, he would miss the

camp's final structure, which stands near the cliffs.
Moving in that direction, however, it is soon easy to

spy a dark-shingled shack through the scraggly pines; its
color sets it off from the faded rock cliffs that rise be

hind it.

Coming closer, the building is seen to be of a

strange design:

it is rectangular, with an ordinary, low-

pitched roof, but the walls are a solid mass of shingles
that rise nearly eight feet without a break.

The remaining

four or five feet of space below the eaves is completely

open except for the posts that support the roof.

At the

near corner, a half-flight of steps rises to an open entry

way; through this an elevated floor can be seen, set perhaps
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six feet above the gently sloping ground.

The area below it

is simply inaccessable; unused.
When next to the shack, the shingles, which appear

almost black at a distance, are seen instead to be a deeplyveined dark brown; they are slabs of cedar bark, and where

they are worn, streaks of deep orange interior wood show

through.

Having observed this, the visitor would most likely

then ascend the steps and come out onto a plank floor, faded
and smooth from wear.

There is no furniture in the single,

open room except for perhaps five tables; all of them are
darker than the floor and two or three of them are round.
The room's far end hints of offering a view; the temptation

is to go across and look out over the pines.

Leaning on

the sill, the visitor could then stare down the tree-cover

ed slope, hoping to catch sight of the river below, but he

probably would not succeed.

Tiring of the attempt, he might,

if impatient, turn and quickly leave.

He is more likely to

linger on his return, however, and pause to examine the
tables.

One, near the shack's north end, would no doubt

catch his eye.

This table is old and round, with a soft ebony dark

ness deep within its wood.

It is of a size to accomodate

six or seven people; the thought comes of gamblers.

The

outer edges of its top appear heavily weathered, as if ex

posed to a series of winters.

Once the center of the table

is seen, though, all other details are forgotten, for this
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area claims complete attention.

A restless eye would now

slow in its movement, allowing itself to fill with the sight

below, for upon the table's surface lies a thick coating of

gaudy drops and spatterings of paint, all in the soft hues
of water-based colors.

They array themselves in random

harmony: chalky whites, faded magentas and yellows, a light
speckling of pastel violets and greens--the encrustations
of numberless errant brushes—all joined, one on another,

one next to another, finally forming a forgotten circle of
the art of many years; of the work that was never taken home
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To Subprefect Chang

In late years, I love only the stillness,
The world's affairs no longer trouble my heart.

Looking at myself:
All I know:

no far-reaching plans;

to return to familiar woods—

The pine winds blow and loosen my sash;
The mountain moon shines upon me playing the lute.
You ask for reasons for failure or success—

Fisherman's song enters the riverbanks deep.
Wang Wei
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